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WARNING

DANGEROUS VOLTAGES EXIST IN THIS EQUIPMENT

Be careful when working on the 240-volt dc

plate supply circuits, and on the 110- or

220-volt ac input power circuits.

DON'T TAKE CHANCESI

I
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Changes in Force C 3, C 4, C 6, and C 8

*TM 11-5095

C8

Change

No. 8 !

HEADQUARTERS

DEPARTMEN T OF THE ARMY

Washington, D.C., 27 May 1977

FREQUENCY METER AN/URM-80

(NSN 6625-00-649-4286)

•

TM H-5095, 6 October 1955, is changed as

follows:

Title. The title is changed as indicated above.

Page 3, paragraph 2. Delete paragraph 2 and

substitute the following:

2. Forms and Records

a. Reports of Maintenance and Unsatisfac

tory fiquipmcnt. Maintenance forms, records,

and reports which are to be used by mainte

nance personnel at all maintenance levels are

listed in and prescribed by TM 88-750.

b. Report of Packaging and Handling Defi

ciencies. Fill out and forward DD Form 6

(packaging Improvement Report) as prescribed

in Afc 700-58 N'AVSUPINST 4080.29/AFR 71-

18/MCO P4030.29A, and DSAR 4145.8.

c. Discrepancy in Shipment Report (DIS-

REP) (SF 361 ) . Fill out and forward Discrep

ancy in Shipment Report (DISREP) (SF 861)

as prescribed in AR 55-38/NAVSUPINST

4610.88A/AFR 76-18/MCO P4610.19B and

DSAR 4600.16.

Paragraph 2.1, last line. Change AMSEL-MA-

C" to read "DRSEL-MA-Q".

After paragraph 2.1, add the following.

2.2. Administrate Storage

For procedures, foims, and records, and in

spections required luring administrative stor

age of this equipment, refer to TM 740-90-1.

2.3. Destruction of Army Materiel

Destruction of Army materiel to prevent enemy

use shall be as prescribed in TM 750-244-2.

'This dung* uip*r**d*a Ghana* 7, 21 May 1978.

2.4. Reporting Equipment Improvement

Recommendations (EIR)

EIR's will be prepared using DA Form 2407,

Maintenance Request. Instructions for prepar

ing EIR's are provided in TM 38-750 (The

Army Maintenance Management System).

EIR's should be mailed direct to Commander,

US Army Electronics Command, ATTN:

DRSEL-MA-Q, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

07703. A reply will be furnished direct to you.

Pane 37, figure 18. Change "J702 RF IN

PUT" to read "J701 RF INPUT".

Paragraph 44cr line 14. Change "J702" to read

"J701".

Page 52, paragraph 596(3). Change "J702"

to read "J701".

Page. 70, figure 39. Change "J701 3.6 MC

CRYSTAL OUTPUT" to "J702 3.6 MC CRYS

TAL OUTPUT". and "J702 RF INPUT" to

"J701 RF INPUT".

Figure 40. Change "J702 RF" to "J701 RF".

Paragraph 75.5 Delete paragraph 75.5 and sub

stitute the following:

75.5. Electrical Test

For the crystal check, set up the equipment as

shown in figure 38.1.

a. Set all power switches to ON.

6. Direct-connect the AN/URM-80 3.6 MC

CRYSTAL OUTPUT to the AN/USM-207 sig

nal input. The AN/USM-207 should indicate

3.6. Megahertz ±5.4 Hertz

Paragraph 75.6m, chart. Delete the chart and

substitute the following: -



RANGE

SettavOfQ

OOABSEdU wL A—

tehfcckNc

fiaquracjr ami)

10-21.7 IS 426900 14.8866

10-21.7 60 426800 21.2660

21.7-46.7 60 426300 26.6180

21.7-46.7 86 426S99 S6.6758

21.7-46.7 104 426300 44.2312

46.7-100 116 425800 48.3348

46.7-100 164 426200 69.7492

46.7-100 224 426200 96.2672

«

Page 75, chapter 7. Delete chapter 7.

Potfe 70, appendix I. Change the title of TM

38-750 from "The Army Equipment Record

System and Procedures" to read "The Army

Maintenance Management System (TAMMS)".

After TM 88-760 add the following:

By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

Official:

PAUL T. SMITH

Major General, United States Army

The Adjutant General

Distribution:

Active Army:

USASA (2)

COE (1)

TSG (1)

11. AARENBD(l)

DARCOM(l)

TKADOC (2)

OS Maj Cmd (4)

TECOM (2)

T.'SARJ (2)

^'SACC(4)

'DW(l)

Armies (?)

Corps (2)

H1SA (Ft Monmouth) (82)

Svc College! (1)

<0. SASIG8(B)

USAAD8(2)

USAPAS (2)

USAARM8 (2)

U8AMU)

UBABS(I)

USAICS (3)

MAAO(l)

liSARMIS(l)

Instil (2) except

K i Gordon (10)

NO: Mute AG (3)

USAH: None

Foe explanation of abbreviations used,

TM 740.90-1 Administrative Storage of

Equipment

TM 750-244-2 Procedures for Destruction of

Electronics Materiel to Pre

vent Enemy Use (Electronics

Command).

BERNARD W. ROGERS

General, United States Army

ChiefofStaff

(

FtHuachuca(lO)

Ft Careon (6)

Ft Richardson (ECOM Ofe) (2)

LBAD (14)

SAAD (SO)

TOAD (14)

SHAD (8)

Ft Gillem (10)

SigPLDlfS(l)

USAERDAA (1)

U8AERDAW (1)

Units org under fol TOE:

(1 copy each unit)

6-616

6-618

7

7-100

11-97

11-98

11-117

11-187

11-600 (AA-AC)

17

29-16

29-21

29-25

28-26

29-36

29-86

29-41

29-51

29-56

29-56

29-76

29-76

29-79

29-106

29-109

80-25

30-29

37

37-100

47

65-405

86-407

67

17-100

29-1

29-18

67-100

m AR 810-60. U.S. OOVIRNM8NT MUNTINO OfnOBi 1S77.T66010/4M
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Change* in force: C 3 and C 4

TM 11-5095

C 4

FREQUENCY METER AN/URM-80

 

HEADQUARTERS

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Washington, D.C., 29 September 1966

TM 11-5095, 6 October 1955 is changed as follows:

Note. The parenthetical references to a previous

change (example: "page 1 of C 3") indicates that

pertinent material was published in that change.

Page 3, paragraph 1.1 (page 1 of C 3), line

6. Insert after "technical bulletins": supply

manuals (types 7, 8, and 9).

Paragraph 2 (page 1 of C 3). Delete sub

paragraph c and substitute:

c. Reporting Equipment Manual Improve

ments. The direct reporting by the individual

user, of errors, omissions, and recommenda

tions for improving this manual is authorized

and encouraged. DA Form 2028 (Recommend

ed Changes to DA Publications), will be used

for reporting these improvements. This form

will be completed using pencil, pen, or type

writer and forwarded direct to Commanding

General U. S. Army Electronics Command,

ATTN: AMSEL-MR-NMP-AD, Fort Mon

mouth, N. J., 07703.

Page 43, paragraph 50, chart. Delete the

following Items and References from the

chart:

Radio Receiver

R-389/URR TM 11-855

Signal

Generator

TS-465/U TM 11-2642

Oscilloscope

OS-8A/U TM 11-1214

Electronic

Multimeter

TS-505/U TM 11-5511

Add the following:

Radio Receiver

R-390/URR TM 11-5820-357-35

Signal

Generator

AN/USM-44 TM 11-6625-508-25

Oscilloscope

AN/USM-117 TM 11-6625-640-15

Electronic

Multimeter

ME-26D/U TM 11-6625-200-35

>

Page 70, add section V after section IV.

Section V. DEPOT OVERHAUL STANDARDS

75,1. Applicability of Depot Inspection

Standards

The tests outlined in this chapter are de

signed to measure the performance capability

of a repaired equipment. Equipment that is to

be returned to stock should meet the stand

ards given in these tests.

75.2. Applicable References

a. Repair Standards. Applicable procedures

of the depots performing these tests and the

general standard for repaired electronic equip

ment given in TB SIG 355-1, TB SIG 355-2,

and TB SIG 355-3 form a part of the require

ments for testing this equipment.

1



b. Technical Publication. The technical

publication applicable to the equipment to be

tested isTM 11-5095.

c. Modification Work Orders. Perform all

modification work orders applicable to this

equipment before making the tests specified

DA Pam 310-4 lists all available MWO's.

75.3. Test Facilities Required

The lollowing items are needed for depot

testing .

I urn Common name Technical manual

Generator, Signal AN/USM-44.

Counter, Electronic, Digital Readout

Signal generator ..,. TM 11-6625-508-10

AN/USM-207.

Counter, Electronic, Digital. Readout

Multimeter. Electronic ME-30C/U. Electronic multimeter TM 11-6625-320-12

Oscilloscope AN/USM-140B. TM 11-6625-535-15-1

Meter Audio Level ME-71/FCC. Audio level meter TM 11-2151

Radio Receiver R-390/URR. Radio receiver FSN 5820-503-1242

Connector UG-274/U. Connector

Adapcer UG-273/U. Adapter

Phone Plug PL-55. Phone plug

Headset H-3/ARR. Headset

Resistor. 50-ohm. Resistor

Radio Receiver R-220/URR. Radio receiver TM 11-882

Resistor, 800-ohm. Resistor

75.4. General Test Requirements

All tests must be conducted under the fol

lowing conditions:

a. Power of 115 volts ac, ^10 percent, 60

cycles is required.

b. Allow equipment to warm up for 20

minutfs.

c. Perform tests at normal room tempera

ture.

75.5. Electrical Tests

For the crystal check, set up the equipment

as shown in figure 38.1.

a. Set all power switches to ON.

b. Adjust the oscilloscope for sweeptrace.

c. Set Signal Generator AN/USM-44 for 3.8

mc. output as indicated on Counter, Electron

ic Digital Readout AN/USM-207.

d. A stationary or slow-moving Lissajous

pattern should appear on the oscilloscope

screen.



>
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VOARTEM

UO-JTVU

0SCILL0SC0PE VN/USM-140

i—igg-o

S?

FM3QU3NCY M3T3M 1N/UMM-90

d

-o

C0UNTEM. 3L3CTM0NIC DIGITVL «3VOOUT VN/USM-Z07

SIS INPUT

Q

T0

113 VVC

SIGNVL G3N3MVT0M VN/USM-44

0UTdUT

TM30»3-C4-I

Figure 38J. Crystal check.

>

75.6. Spurious Response Check

Set up the equipment as shown in figure

38.2.

a. Set all power switches to ON.

b. Set FINE dial to 425300.

c. Set COARSE dial to block 24.

d. Set the FUNCTION switch to COARSE.

e. Set the RANGE switch to 10-21.7 mc.

/. Turn the LEVEL control fully clockwise.

g. Peak the Frequency Meter AN/URM-80

TUNING METER by tuning Signal Generator

AN USM-44 to approximately 10.2 mc; simul

taneously adjust the Signal Generator at

tenuator until the TUNING METER indicates

maximum deflection in the green LEVEL SET

area.

h. Set the FUNCTION switch to FINE and

adjust the Signal Generator for a zero beat in

the headphones.

i. Set the FUNCTION switch to COARSE

and adjust the COARSE DIAL for a peak in

dication on the TUNING METER.

j. Replace the headphone with audio level

meter ME-71/FCC.

k. Set the FUNCTION switch to FINE and

the FINE dial for maximum output indica

tion on the audio level meter. Note and re

cord the meter reading for later comparison.

I. Search for spurious responses over the

width of the 24th block by rotating the FINE

dial through its entire range. Any spurious

responses found (indicated by a deflection on

the audio level meter) must be at least 40 db

below the true response noted in e above.



Note. Response not falling in a block is not to

be considered a spurious response.

m. Repat b through e above for the eight

blocks indicated in the chart below.

RANGE setting , mc coarse dial to block No. Film mtlnf
Approximate signal generator

frequency unci

10-21.7 35 423143 14.8

10-21.7 50 420800 21.0

21.7-46.7 60 416834 25.0

21.7-46.7 86 417443 35.9

21.7-46.7 104 427115 44.4

46.7-100 116 418793 48.5

46.7-100 164 422561 69.3

46.7-100 224 423215 94.8

TO IIS VAC

SIONAL GENERATOR AN/USM-44

CARRIER

OUTPUT

TO II3 VAC

FREOUENCT METER AN/URM-80

o-

OMONE

Q

TO BE CONNECTED

*HEN SPECIFIED

OURING CHECX

AUDIO LEVEL METER ME- 'I /FCC

% r
HEAOSET H-J/ARR-3

TMSOM-C4-2

Figure 382. Spurious response check.



75.7. RF Oufpof Check

Set up the equipment as shown in figure

38.3.

a. Turn the equipment power switches to

ON.

b. Set the FUNCTION switch to FINE.

c. Set the RANGE switch to 10-21.7 mc.

d. Set the COARSE dial tc ock 24.

e. Set FINE dial to 425300.

/. Set Receiver R-390 URR to 10.2 mc peak

indicating meter on receiver.

g. Rotate the COARSE dial within the 24th

block range for a peak indication on the re

ceiver indicating meter, and note the receiver

meter reading.

h. Disconnect the cable from the frequency

meter RF INPUT jack, and connect it to the

CARRIER OUTPUT jack on Signal Generator

AN/USM-44.

i. Tune the signal generator output to ap

proximately 10.2 megacycles ;peak the re

ceiver indicating meter by slowly adjusting

the signal generator frequency.

j. Adjust the signal generator attenuator

until the receiver indicating meter deflection

is the same as noted in g above.

k. The attenuator dial must indicate a

minimum of 100 microvolts.

I. Repeat the procedure given in a through

d above for the remaining two ranges listed

in the chart below; use Receiver R-220 URR.

RANGE stitlnf mci COARSE dial to block No. Film setting
Approximate signal generator

frequency 'mei

21.7-48.7

46.7-100

86 417443

422S61

35.9

89.3164

FREQUENCY METER AN/UBM-90 RECEIVER R-J90/URR

OUTPUT

c=J
TO II3 VAC

<2>-

Of

<eO

SI8NAL GENERATOR AN/USM-4*

 

CARRIER OUTPUT

TO II5 VAC

\iO OHM RESISTOR ONLY NEEOEO TO

TERMINATE CABLE IF RECEIVER INRUT

IS NOT SO OHMS.

TO US VAC

TMSOW-CA-J

Figure 3t.3. RF output check.
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75.8. RF Noise Level Check

Set up the equipment as shown in figure

38.4.

a. Connect, a 600-ohm, non-reactive resistor

across the input terminals of Electronic Multi

meter ME-30E U and set the multimeter for

ac operation.

b. Insert the PL-55 phone plug in the

PHONE jack of Frequency Meter AN URM-

80. Connect the multimeter test leads to the

phone plug as illustrated.

c. Set the equipment power switches to

ON.

d. Set the RANGE switch to 10- 21.7 mc.

e. Set the FUNCTION switch to COARSE.

f. Set the LEVEL control fully clockwise.

g. Note the audio output noise voltage on

Electronic Multimeter ME-30E U; it should be

not greater than 0.1 volt.

h. Set the FUNCTION switch to FINE.

i. Repeat the procedure given in g above.

j. Repeat the procedure given in a through

t above for the remaining two positions of the

RANGE switch; the audio output noise volt

age should be not greater than 0.1 volt.

CREOUENCT METER 4N/URM-80

 

75.9. Sensitivity Check

Set uo the equipment as shown in figure

38.2.

a. Set the FUNCTION switch to COARSE

and the COARSE tuning dial to the center of

block 24.

b. Set the LEVEL control fully clockwise.

c. Adjust the signal generator for a 10- mil

livolt unmodulated output.

d. Tune the signal generator around or

near 10 megacycles until a tone is heard in

the headphone, or until the TUNING METER

indicates upscale.

e. Remove the headphone and replace it

with Audio Level Meter ME-71/FCC.

/. Adjust the COARSE tuning dial for peak

deflection on the audio level meter; adjust the

LEVEL control for maximum indication of

the TUNING METER in the green LEVEL

SET area.

p. Adjust the signal generator to provide a

1 milliwatt (o dbm) audio output on the

audio level meter; the signal generator should

indicate 10 millivolts or less.

h. Set the FUNCTION switch to FINE.

i. Remove the audio level meter and re

place with the headphones.

j. Adjust the signal generator attenuator

for a 10- millivolt output and tune the frequen

cy control for a zero beat in the headphone.

k. Replace the headphone with the audio

level meter; retune the signal generator slight

ly for a. peak deflection on the audio level

meter.

I. Adjust the signal generator to provide

a 1 -milliwatt (o dbm) audio output on the

audio level meter; the signal generator should

indicate 10 millivolts or less.

Page 76, appendix (page 7 of C 3). Add to

the references:

TM 11-882

TMS09S-C4-*

Figure 3S.4. RF noise level check.

Radio Receiving Sets

AN/URR-29 and

AN/ URR-29X and

Radio Receivers

R-220/URR and

R-644/URR.



TM 11-2151 Audio Level Meters TM 11-6625-508-10 Operator's Manual:

ME-71A/FCC and Signal Generators

ME-71B/FCC. AN/USM-44 and

TM 11-6625-320-12 Organizational Main- AN/USM-44A.

tenance Manual: TM 11-6625-535-15 Organizational, DS, GS,

Voltmeter, Meter and Depot Mainte-

ME-30A/U and nance Manual:

Voltmeters, Electronic Oscilloscope

ME-30B/U, ME30C/U, AN/USM-140A.

and ME-30E/U.



By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

«

Official:

KENNETH G. WICKHAM,

Major General, United States Army,

The Adjutant General.

HAROLD K. JOHNSON,

General, United States Army,

Chief of Staff.

Distribution :

Active Army:

USASA 1 2)

CNGB ID

OCC-E (7)

Dir/Trans il)

CofEngrs <1)

TSG (1)

CoiSptS il)

USAARENBD i2)

USAAESWBD i5)

USAAVNTBD (5)

USACDCEA (1)

USACDCCBRA (1)

USACDCCEA (1)

USACDCCEA Ft Huachuca il)

USACDCOA (1)

USACDCQMA (1)

USACDCTA (1)

USACDCADA (1)

USACDCARMA il)

USACDCAVNA (1)

USACDCARTYA .1)

USACDCSWA il)

USAMC (5)

USCONARC '5)

ARADCOM (5)

ARADCOM Ran (2)

OS Maj Comd (4)

LOGCOMD (2)

USAMICOM (4)

USASTRATCOM <4)

USAESC 185)

MDW il)

Armies '2) except

3th USA (5)

USAJ (5)

Corps (2)

USAC (3)

Svc Colleges <2)

USASCS (40)

USASESCS 180)

USAAJDS (40)

USAAMS (30)

USAARMS (30)

USAIS (30)

USAES (10)

USATC Armor (2)

USATC Engr (2)

USATC Inf (2)

USASTC (2)

WRAMC (1)

Army Pic Cen <2)

USACDCEC (10)

Instl i 2> except

T*. Hancock (4)

Ft Gordon (10)

Ft Huachuca (10)

WSMR (5)

Ft Carson (19)

Ft Knox (12)

Army Dep (2) except

LBAO (14)

SAAD i30)

TOAD (14)

LEAD (7)

SHAD (3)

NAAD 1 5)

SVAD 1 5)

CHAD 1 3)

ATAD (10)

ERAD CO)

GENDEPS (2)

SIG Sec GENDEPS (5)

Slg Dep (12)

Slg FLDMS (2)

AMC (1)

USAERDAA (2)

T)SAERDAW (13)

USACRREL (2)

USA EngT R&D Laos (5)

MAAG. Iran (S)

USARSG (S)

Redstone Arsenal (5)

Units org under fol TOE:

(2 cys each)

5-600

5-606

5-615

6-616

7

7-100

11-6

M-56

11 -V7

11-58

(

i



U-97

11-98

11-117

11-127

11-155

11-157

U-158

11-587

11-592

11-597

11-808

17

17-100

29-1

29-15

29-18

29-21

29-25

29-28

29-51

29-55

29-58

29-75

29-78

29-79

29-105

29-109

30-25

30-29

31-105

37

37-100

47

55-50

55-147

55-405

55-407

57

29-35

29-36

29-41

57-100

NG: State AC (3) : units — same as active Army except allowance is one (1) copy to each unit.

USAR: None.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50.

* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1984 O - 421-302 (4436)

>
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Chang* in fores: C 3

TECHNICAL MANUAL

FREQUENCY METER AN/URM-80

TM 11-5095

Chang* No. 3

TM 11-5095 \

Changes No. 3 ;

TM 11-5095, 6 October 1955, is changed as

indicated so that the publication also applies to

the following' equipment:

NhwmUvi Order No. Serial N:

Frequency Meter 3401-PP-59 1 through B26

FR-6A/U

Page S, chapter 1 (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960). Add the following note below the

title of chapter 1 :

Note. Frequency Meter FR-5A/U is similar to Fre

quency Meter FR-5/U. Information in this manual

applies to both equipments unless otherwise specified.

Paragraph 1. Add paragraph 1.1 after para

graph 1.

1.1. Index of Publications

Refer to the latest issue of DA Pam 310-4

to determine whether there are new editions,

changes, or additional publications pertaining

to your equipment. DA Pam 310-4 is an index

of current technical manuals, technical bulle

tins, supply bulletins, lubrication orders, and

modification work orders that are available

through publications supply channels. The in

dex lists the individual parts (-10, -20, -35P,

etc) and the latest changes to and revisions

of each equipment publication.

Delete paragraph 2 and substitute:

2. Forms and Records

a. Reports of Maintenance and Unsatisfac-

factory Equipment. Use equipment forms and

records in accordance with instructions in

TM 38-750.

6. Report of Damaged or Improper Ship

ment. Fill out and forward DD Form 6

HEADQUARTERS,

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Washington, D.C., 10 September 1963

(Report of Damaged or Improper Ship

ment) as prescribed in AR 700-58 (Army),

NAVSANDA Publication 378 (Navy), and

AFR 71-4 (Air Force).

c. Reporting of Equipment Manual Im

provements. The direct reporting by the indi-

vidula user, of errors, omissions, and recom

mendations for improving this equipment

manual is authorized and encouraged. DA

Form 2028 will be used for reporting these

improvements. This form will be completed

in triplicate using pencil, pen, or typewriter.

The original and one copy will be forwarded

direct to Commanding Officer, U.S. Army Elec

tronics Materiel Support Agency, ATTN:

SELMS-MP, Fort Monmouth, N. J. One in

formation copy will be furnished to the indi

vidual's immediate supervisor (e.g., officer,

noncommissioned officer, supervisor, etc).

Page 5, paragraph 7 (as changed by C2, 24

May 1960) . Add subparagraph e after subpara

graph d.

e. Adapter UG-6U/U. Two Adapters UG-

641/U are supplied with the equipment, to be

utilized in converting from a receptacle to a

binding post when required.

Page 12, paragraph 18a (4) (as changed by

C2, 24 May 1960). Add the following to sub

paragraph (4) :

Be sure that the hairline falls on a num

bered black rectangle. If not, rotate

the FINE tuning control until a beat

is found for which the hairline does

fall on a numbered rectangle.

tTfch changt wparMdcs C 1, 24 May 19*0.



Page 15, chapter 4. Delete the chapter head

ing and substitute:

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

Delete sections I and II and substitute:

Section I. OPERATOR'S MAINTENANCE

25. Scope of Operator's Maintenance

The maintenance duties assigned to the oper

ator of 'Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 are

listed below, together with a reference to the

paragraphs covering the specific maintenance

functions. The duties assigned do not require

tools or test equipment other than those issued

with Frequency Meter AN/URM-80.

o. Daily preventive maintenance checks and

services (par. 26.2).

6. Weekly preventive maintenance checks

and services (par. 26.3).

c. Cleaning (par. 26.4).

26. Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance is the systematic

care, servicing, and inspection of equipment

to prevent the occurrence of trouble, to reduce

downtime, and to assure that the equipment is

serviceable.

a. Systematic Care. The procedures given in

paragraphs 26.2, 26.3, and 26.4 cover routine

systematic care and cleaning essential to proper

upkeep and operation of the equipment.

6. Preventive Maintenance Checks and Serv

ices. The preventive maintenance checks and

services charts (pars. 26.2 and 26.3) outline

functions to be performed at specific intervals.

These checks and services are to maintain

Army electronic equipment in a combat-serv

iceable condition; that is, in good general

(physical) condition and in good operating con

dition. To assist operators in maintaining com

bat serviceability, the charts indicate what to

check, how to check, and what the normal con

ditions are; the references column lists the

illustrations, paragraphs, or manuals that con

tain detailed repair or replacement procedures.

If the defect cannot be remedied by the oper

ator, higher echelon maintenance or repair is

required. Records and reports of these checks

and services must be made in accordance with

the requirements set forth in TM 38-750.

26.1. Preventive Maintenance Checks and

Services Periods

Preventive maintenance checks and services

of Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 are required

daily and weekly. Paragraphs 26.2 and 26.3

specify the items to be checked and serviced. In

addition to the routine daily checks and serv

ices, the equipment should be rechecked and

serviced immediately before going on a mission

and as soon after completion of the mission as

possible.

26.2. Daily Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services Chart

N0l

Item rtlll IHlllITt IlCfClCllMS

1 Frequency Meter AN/URM- Check the equipment for completeness and general con Para. 6

80. dition. and 8;

and TM

11-6626-

284-10P.

2 Clean exterior surfaces of the equipment Par 26 4

8 Knobs, controls, and switches .... During operation (sequence No. 7), check knobs, con

trols, and switches for proper mechanical and elec

trical action. Action should be positive without black-

lash, binding, or scraping.

None.

4 During operation (sequence No. 7), check the meter

for broken glass and erratic pointer movement.

None.

6 OVEN HTR and pilot lamps .... During operation (sequence No. 7), check for burned-

out OVEN HTR and pilot lamps.

None.

6 MEGACYCLES dial glass Inspect the MEGACYCLE dial glass for breaks

7 Operation During operation, be alert for any unusual operation

or condition.



I 26.3. Weekly Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services Chart

Sequence

No.

Item

Cords and cables

Hardware

Preservation

Procedure

Inspect cords and cables for cuts, cracks, fraying, and

broken terminations.

Inspect all exterior hardware for looseness and damage.

Inspect exterior metal surfaces for bare spots, rust,

and corrosion. Refer to higher echelon for repair.

Reference*

None.

None.

None.

26.4 Cleaning

Inspect the exterior of Frequency Meter AN/

URM-80. The exterior surfaces should be clean,

and free of dust, dirt, grease, and fungus.

a. Remove dust and loose dirt with a clean

soft cloth.

Warning: Cleaning compound is flammable

and its fumes are toxic. Provide adequate ven

tilation. Do not use near a flame.

Section II. ORGANIZATIONAL

27. Scope of Organizational Maintenance

The maintenance duties assiened to the or-

o-anizatinrial repairman of Frenuencv Meter

AN/TTRM-80 are listed below, together with a

reference to the paraoTanh covering the specific

maintenance function. The duties assigned do

not renuire tools or test enuinment other than

f>iose issued with Frequency Meter AN/URM-

80.

a. Monthly preventive maintenance checks

and services (par. 30).

6. Lubrication (pars. 31 and 32) .

c Touchup painting instructions (par. 34).

d. Troubleshooting (pars. 35-38).

28. Organizational Preventive Maintenance

a. Organizational preventive maintenance is

the systematic care, inspection, and servicino-

of equipment to maintain it in serviceable con

dition, prevent breakdown, and assure maxi

mum operational capability. Preventive main

tenance is the responsibility of all echelons

concerned with the equipment and includes the

inspection, testing, and repair or replacement

of parts, subassemblies, or units that inspection

b. Remove grease, fungus, and ground-in

dirt from the cases; use a cloth dampened (not

wet) with Gleaning Compound (FSN 7930-

395-9542) .

Caution: Do not press on the meter and dial

faces (glass) when cleaning.

e. Clean the front panel and control knobs;

use a soft clean cloth. If necessary; use mild

soap and water to remove dirt.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

and tests indicate would probably fail before

the next scheduled periodic service. Preventive

maintenance checks and services of Frpciuencv

Meter AN/URN-80 at the second echelon level

are made at monthly intervals unless otherwise

directed by the commanding officer.

b. Maintenance forms and records to be used

and maintained on this equipment are specified

in TM 38-750.

29. Monthly Maintenance

Perform the maintenance functions indicated

in the monthly preventivp maintenance checks

and services chart (par. 30) once each month.

A month is defined as approximately 30 calen

dar days of 8-hour-per-day operation. If the

equipment is operated 16 hours a day, the

monthly preventive maintenance checks and

services should be performed at 15-dav inter

vals. Adjustment of the maintenance interval

must be made to compensate for any unusual

operating conditions. Equipment maintained in

a standby (ready for immediate operation)

condition must have monthly preventive main

tenance checks and services performed on it.

Equipment in limited storage (requires service

before operation) does not require monthly

preventive maintenance.



30.MonthlyPreventiveMaintenanceChecksandServicesChart

TM0006625028R000P.

Figs.30,33,and35038.Reference!

Pars.6and8;and

Par.8,andfig.29.DAPam3000R.

DAPam300-4.
Par.3R.

None. None. None. None. None. None.

Par.26.R.

Figs.27and28.

Par.38.

Inspectthemanualtoseeifitiscompleteandinusable condition.Besurethatallchangestothemanualare

onhand.

ChecktoseethatallURGENTMWO'shavebeen
appliedandthatallNORMALMWO'shavebeen

scheduled.

Checktheequipmentforcompletenessandgeneralcon
Inspectexteriormetalsurfacesforbarespots,rust,

andcorrosion.

Duringoperation(sequenceNo.05),checkknobs,con trolsandswitchesforpropermechanicalandelec
tricalaction.Actionshouldbepositive,without

backlash,binding,orscraping.

Duringoperation(sequenceNo.05),checkthemeter

forbrokenglassanderraticpointermovement

Duringoperation(sequenceNo.05),checkfora

burned-outOVENHTRandpilotlamp.

InspecttheMEGACYCLEdialglassforbreaks

Inspectcordsandcablesforcuts,cracks,fraying,and

brokenterminations.

Inspectallhardwareforloosenessanddamage

Checkfusesforpropervalueandnumber(spares)....

CleanexteriorsurfacesoftheequipmentCheckfor

cleanlinessofswitchcontacts.

Checkresistorsandcapacitorsforcracks,blistering,

orotherdetrimentaleffects.

Checkvariablecapacitorsfordirt,corrosion,orde

formedplates.

Performtheequipmentperformancecheck(para38).

Referequipmenttohigherechelonwherenecessary.

Procedure

dition.

Item

Modificationworkorders
FrequencyMeterAN/URM080..

Knoba,controls,andswitches....

OVENHTRandpilotlamp

MEGACYCLEdialglass Resistorsandcapacitors

SequenceNo.

0 2 3 R 5 6 7 8 9 00 00 02 08 0R 06



Page 16. Delete figure 6.

Page 17. Delete figure 7.

Page 19, figure 8 (page 2 of C 2)

figure 8 and substitute new figure 8.

Delete

 

Figure 8. Typical lubrication points.

Delete paragraph 34 and substitute :

34. Touchup Painting Instructions

Clean rust and corrosion from metal surfaces

by lightly sanding them with fine sandpaper.

Brush two thin coats of paint on the bare metal

to protect it from further corrosion. Refer to

the applicable cleaning and refinishing prac

tices specified in TM 9-213.

Page 24, figure 9 (foldout). (As changed by

C 2, 24 May I960) . Add the following note :

NOTE

IN THE FR-5A/U, V306 IS A 6AH6.

Page 36, figure 17 (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960). Add the following note:

NOTE

IN THE FR-5A/U, V305 IS A 6AH6.



Page 38, paragraph 45b (as changed by C 2,

24 May 1960). Add the following at the end of

subparagraph 6: In the FR-5A/U, an added

component, C240, 2.2 it/xf, is added between

pins 6 and 8 of V202. This increases the cou

pling that feeds the output of the harmonic

generator to J202 when the frequency meter is

used as a signal generator (See par. 45a for

description of C205, band 1.) Add the following

at the end of subparagraph c : In the FR-5A/U,

an added component, C241, 0.51 ti/xf, is added

between pins 1 and 3, of V202. Its purpose is to

increase the coupling for the third band, simi

lar to the operation of C205 and C240.

Page 40, figure 20 (foldout) (as changed by

C2, 24 May 1960). Add the following note to

figure 20.

NOTE

IN THE FR-5A/U, V106 IS A 6AH6.

Page US, paragraph 50a, chart. Make the fol

lowing changes to the "References" column :

Lines 3 and 4. Change "applicable Litera

ture" to TM 11-2665.

Lines 12 and 13. Change "applicable Lit

erature" to TM 11-5094.

Page UU, figure 23 (foldout) (as changed by

C2f 24 May 1960). Add the following to the

notes :

6. IN THE FR-5A/U, THE FOLLOWING

CHANGES APPLY:

V106 IS A 6AH6.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 5 IS -f 44V.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 6 IS +44V.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 7 IS +0.7V.

V305 IS A 6AH6.

Figure 24 (foldout) (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960).

Add the following to the notes:

5. IN THE FR-5A/U, THE FOLLOWING

CHANGES APPLY:

V106 IS A 6AH6.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 5 IS +78V.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 6 IS +78V.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 7 IS +2.4V.

V305 IS A 6AH6.

Figure 25 (foldout) (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960).

Add the following to the notes:

7. IN THE FR-5A/U, THE FOLLOWING

CHANGES APPLY:

V106 IS A 6AH6.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 5 IS +44V.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 6 IS +44V.

VOLTAGE AT V106 PIN 7 IS 4 0.65V.

V305 IS A 6AH6.

VOLTAGE AT V305 PIN 7 IS +33V

(BAND 3).

Page 56, figure 31 (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960). Change the identification of resis

tor "R110" to: R101. Change the identification

of resistor "R101" to: R110.

Page 58, paragraph 66a (as changed by C 2,

24 May 1960). Make the following changes:

Subparagraph (l)(b). Add the following

note below subparagraph (6) :

Mote. The rubber sleeve on the tuning dial shaft

was placed on the shaft as an additional protective

measure. However, on some sets the rubber sleeve

may prevent full band coverage. If this difficulty is

encountered, remove the rubber sleeve.

Subparagraph (2) (6). Add the following

sentence: Refer to the note in (1) (6)

above.

Subparagraph (3) (5). Add the following

sentence: Refer to the note in (1) (6)

above.

Page 70, figure 39 (foldout) (as changed by

C2, 24 May 1960). In the RF tuner section,

move the tap on coil L214 so that it is located

between ground and the connection to C207,

section G.

Figure 39 (foldout) (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960) . Add the following to the notes :

4. IN THE FR-5A/U, THE FOLLOWING

CHANGES APPLY:

V106 IS A 6AH6.

V305 IS A 6AH6.

ADD C240, 2.2 MMF, BETWEEN PINS 6

AND 8 OF V202.

ADD C241, 0.51 MMF, BETWEEN PINS 1

AND 3 OF V202.

Figure 42 (foldout) (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960). Change "C207B" (located above

C217) to C207C.

Figure 42 (foldout) (as changed by C 2, 24

May 1960). Add the following note to figure

42:



NOTE

IN THE FR-5A/U, THE FOLLOWING

CHANGES APPLY:

ADD C240 BETWEEN PINS 6 AND 8

OF XV202.

ADD C241 BETWEEN PINS 1 AND 3

OF XV202.

Page 76. Add the following appendix after

section II.

APPENDIX

REFERENCES

Following is a list of applicable publications available to the operator and repairman of

Frequency Meter AN/URM-80.

DA Pam 310-4

TM 9-213

TM 11-855

TM 11-1214

TM 11-2665

TM 11-5094

TM 11-5511

TM 11-5551B

TM 11-6625-284-10P

TM 11-6625-284-20P

TM 11-6625-284-35P

TM-38-750

Index of Technical Manuals, Technical Bulletins, Supply Bulletins,

Lubrication Orders, and Modification Work Orders.

Painting Instructions for Field Use.

Radio Receiver R-389/URR.

Instruction Book for Oscilloscope OS-8A/U.

Frequency Calibrator Set AN/URM-18.

Frequency Meters AN/URM-79 and AN/URM-82.

Electronic Multimeter TS-505/G.

R. F. Signal Generator Set AN/URM-25B.

Operator Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tools List : Frequency

Meter AN/URM-80.

Organizational Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tools List and

Maintenance Allocation Chart: Frequency Meter AN/URM-80.

Field and Depot Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tools List:

Frequency Meter AN/URM-80.

The Army Equipment Record System and Procedures.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I. GENERAL

1. Scope Publications Agency, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey,

a. This manual contains instructions for the in- ATTN: Standards Division.

stallation, operation, maintenance, and repair of

Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 (fig. 1). 2. Forms and Records

6. Forward comments on this publication di- Tllc following forms will be used for reporting

rectly to Commanding Officer, The Signal Corps unsatisfactory conditions of Army materiel and

FREQUENCY METER FR - VU

METER CASE CY - 1501 /0
 

STAND

CORO CG - 409/U

RUNNING SPARES

CALIBRATION

BOOK

TM 5095 - i

Figure 1. Frequency AN/URM-80.

TAOO 101M-A, Sept.



equipment and when performing preventive mainte

nance.

a. DD Form 6, Report of Damaged or Improper

Shipment, will be filled out and forwarded as pre

scribed in SR 745-45-5 (Army) ; Navy Shipping

Guide, Article 1850-4 (Navy) ; and AFR 71-4 (Air

Force).

6. DA Form 468, Unsatisfactory Equipment Re

port, will be filled out and forwarded to the office

of the Chief Signal Officer, as prescribed in SR

700-45-5.

c. DD Form 535, Unsatisfactory Report, will be

filled out and forwarded to Commanding General,

Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Dayton, Ohio, as prescribed in SR 700-45-5

and AF TO 0O-35D-54.

d. DA Form 11-238, Operator First Echelon

Maintenance Check List for Signal Corps Equip

ment (Radio Communication, Direction Finding,

Carrier, Radar) will be prepared in accordance

with instructions on the back of the form (fig. 6) .

e. DA Form 11-239, Second and Third Echelon

Maintenance Check List for Signal Corps Equip

ment (Radio Communication, Direction Finding,

Carrier, Radar) will be prepared in accordance with

instructions on the back of the form (fig. 7).

/. Use other forms and records as authorised.

Section II. DESCRIPTION AND DATA

3. Purpose and Use

o. Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 is a portable

instrument capable of measuring any frequency

within the range of 10 to 100 megacycles (mc) , with

an accuracy of one part in 100,000.

6. Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 uses the heter

odyne principle for determining the frequency of

an unknown signal; measurement is accomplished

by beating a known signal from the test instru

ment against the unknown signal. Check points

are used to calibrate the instrument throughout its

operating range.

4. Technical Characteristics

Noise level . Residual noise is less than

16 microwatts (mw).

Audio power output 1 mw minimum signal-

plus-noise into a non-

reactive load of 609

ohms below 600 cycles

with an input of 10,000

mv.

Rf input impedance 100 ohms.

Accuracy .001%.

Modulation frequency 800 ±300 cycles.

Power requirements 160 w.

Number of tubes. 27.

5. Packaging Data

When packaged for shipment (fig. 3), the com

ponents of Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 are

placed in a moisture-vaporproof container and

packed in a wooden crate. The size, weight, and

volume of the crates are indicated in the chart

below.

Crete

No.

Width

(in.)

Height

(in.)

Depth

(in.)

Volume Colt weight

Ob)(ouft)

1 25 19 24.5 6.8 140

Frequency range:

Range 1 - 10 to 21 .7 mc.

Range 2 21.7 to 46.7 mc.

Range 3 46.7 to 100 mc.

Power supply 115 v or 230 v ac, 60 to

1,000 cycles.

Line voltage stability required ±10%.

Operating temperature range —4° F. to +125° F.

Rf output voltage. - At least 50 *tv into a

50-ohm load.

Spurious response 40 db down from the

desired signal level.

Sensitivity ..An output of at least 2

milliwatts (mw). With

an input of 10,000

microvolts (mv).

Note. Items may be packaged in a manner different from

that shown, depending on supply channels.

TAOO 10144-A. Sept.



6. Table of Components

The following chart lists the overall dimensions,

volume, and weight of each component of Fre

quency Meter AN/URM-80 (fig. 1).

Component
Reqd

No.

Depth

(in.)

Width

(in.)

Height

(in.)

Volume

(cu ft)

Weight

(lb)

Frequency

Meter

FR-5/U 1 17.2 18.9 12.3 2.32 60

Meter Case

CY-1501/U 1 20.75 22.5 15.97 4.32 28

Manual for

AN/URM-80 2

Cord CG-W9/U 1 4 ft.

(length)

Calibration

book 1 IX 9 12

Running spares lSet 5

Total 93

Note. This table is for general information only. See

appropriate publications for information pertaining to requi

sition of spare parts.

7. Description of Frequency Meter

AN/URM-80

a. General. Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 con

sists of Frequency Meter FR-5/U, Meter Case CY-

1501/U, and Cord CG-409/U (fig. 1).

b. Frequency Meter FR-5/U. Frequency Meter

FR-5/U consists of a panel-chassis assembly and

a metal dust cover. The dust cover is secured

to the rear of the chassis by Dzus fasteners and to

the panel by retaining screws (fig. 2). The chassis

main frame is divided into two decks that hold the

subassemblies. All operating controls, indicators,

and the input and output jacks are mounted on the

front panel. A glass window on the panel magnifies

the frequency markings on the film. Frequency

Meter FR-5/U is designed so that it can be

mounted in a standard rack or can be placed at an

angle on a table by pulling out the stand (fig. 1.

Operating power required is either 115 or 230 volts

alternating current (ac), 50 to 1,000 cycles per sec

ond (cps). The calibration book is in the drawer

located at the lower left-hand corner of the front

panel. The three sections of the book are of dif

ferent colors that correspond to the colors of the

three bands; namely, yellow for band 1, green for

band 2, and red for band 3. The power cord and

fuses are behind a hinged door at the rear of the

cabinet.

c. Meter Case CY-1501/U. Meter Case CY-

1501 /U (fig. 1) has a detachable cover that is se

cured in place by eight compression catches. The

running spares are contained in metal boxes fas

tened to the inside of the cover. Frequency Meter

FR-5/U rests on four supports at the rear of the

inside of the case ; eight wing nuts secure the panel-

chassis assembly to the case.

d. Cord CG-409/U. Cord CG-409/U is a 4-foot,

rubber-covered cord with a Plug UG-88C/U on

each end.

8. Running Spares

The following items are furnished:

1 tube 6X4W

1 tube OA2

1 tube OB2

1 tube 6BN6

1 tube 5749/6BA6W

1 tube 5814

2 tubes 12AT7

2 tubes 6AU6

1 tube 6AK6

1 tube 6AH6

1 tube 6C4

1 lamp GE No. 49

2 lamp GE No. 55

5 fuses 3AG-SB, 1.5 amperes

1 Crystal Unit CR-28/U, 3.6 mc

TAGO 10144-A, Sept.



 

Figure t. Frequency Meter FR-6/U, partially removed from cabinet, front view.
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CHAPTER 2

INSTALLATION

9. Uncrating, Unpacking, and Checking New

Equipment

Note. For used or reconditioned equipment, refer to

paragraph 12.

a. General. The equipment may be shipped in

packing cases or h| its own carrying case. When

new equipment is received, select a location where

the equipment may be unpacked without exposure

to the elements and that is convenient for the in

stallation. Be sure that the equipment is not dam

aged. No other special unpacking and uncrating

procedures are necessary for equipment shipped in

its carrying case.

b. Step-by-step Instructions for Uncrating and

Unpacking Shipments (fig. 3).

(1) Place the packing case as near the op

erating position as possible.

(2) Cut and fold back the steel straps.

(3) Remove the nails with a nail puller. Re

move the top and one side of the packing

case. Do not attempt to pry off the sides

and top; this may damage the equipment.

(4) Set the empty crate to one side.

(5) Lift the outer carton from the moisture-

proof barrier, and open the carton.

(6) Lift the inner carton from the moisture-

vaporproof barrier, and open the carton.

(7) Take out the corrugated fillers, felt pads,

desiccant, and manuals.

(8) Remove Meter Case CY-1501/U from the

inner carton.

(9) Unfasten the eight clamps on the meter

case, remove the cover, and loosen the

eight wing nuts so that Frequency Meter

FR-5/U can be lifted from the case.

(10) Place Frequency Meter FR-5/U in the

operating position.

(11) Inspect the equipment for possible damage

incurred during shipment.

(12) Check the contents of the packing case

against the master packing slip.

10. Placement of Equipment

Remove Frequency Meter FR-5/U from the

meter case; place it near a 110- or 220-volt ac

power outlet. Position the frequency meter so that

its controls and the controls of the equipment

under test are within easy reach.

Caution: Do not allow the power cord or ra

dio frequency cable to drape across high-voltage

lines or high-potential circuits. Severe burns or

shock to the operator and damage to the equip

ment may result.

11. Installation of Equipment

Caution: Switch S101, located on the power sup

ply chassis (fig. 22) of the frequency meter, must be

properly set to either 110V or 220V, depending on

the supply voltage, before the power cord is con

nected. Permanent damage to the equipment will

result unless this procedure is followed.

a. This equipment is portable and can be in

stalled or mounted anywhere a 110- or 220-volt

ac power source is available. When installing the

frequency meter, be sure it is rigidly supported and

protected against rain or other adverse weather.

b. When installing the equipment for a per

manent installation, be sure that the frequency

meter is close to the test work bench for easy ac

cess to the equipment under test and to the fre

quency meter controls and test jacks.

c. Check fuses (fig. 29) for proper rating; then

connect the power plug to the power source.

12. Service upon Receipt of Used or Recon

ditioned Equipment

a. Follow the instructions in paragraph 10 for

uncrating, unpacking, and checking the equipment.

b. Check the used or reconditioned equipment

for tags or other indications pertaining to changes

in the equipment wiring. If any changes in wiring

have been made, note the change in this manual,

preferably on the schematic and wiring diagrams.

c. Check the operating controls for ease of rota

tion. If lubrication is required, refer to the lubri

cation instructions in paragraphs 31 and 32.

d. Perform the installation and connection pro

cedures given in paragraph 11.
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METAL STRAPS

OESICCANT

FELT PAD
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MOISTUREPROOF BARRIER

TM BOSS-4

Figure S. Typical unit packed for shipment.
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CHAPTER 3

OPERATION

Section I. CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

13. General

Haphazard operation or improper settings of the

controls can cause damage to electronic equipment.

For this reason, it is important to know the func

tion of every control (fig. 4). The actual operation

of this equipment is discussed in paragraphs 15

through 20.

14. Controls and Their Uses

(fig. 4)

The following chart lists the controls and instru

ments and their functions:

Control

Power selection switch

(on power supply

chassis (fig. 22)).

POWER switch

RANGE switch

Function

Connects power transformer

maries for 1 10 or 220 volte.

pn-

In on (right) position, connects

frequency meter to the ac power

source.

Selects circuits for operation in the

following ranges:

10—21.7 MC.

21.7—46.7 MC.

46.7—100 MC.

 

Figure 4. Frequency Meter FR-6/U, front panel.

TAGO 10144-A, Sapt.



Control

FUNCTION

SWITCH

COARSE tuning con

trol

FINE tuning control

CHECK control

Function

Selects circuits for operation in

determining the unknown fre

quency.

COARSE position permits oper

ator to adjust COARSE con

trol to approximate frequency

of unknown signal.

FINE position permits operator

to adjust FINE control for

precise measurement of un

known frequency.

CHECK position permits oper

ator to calibrate interpolation

oscillator.

Tunes rf tuner circuits to the ap

proximate frequency under meas

urement and moves the proper

numbered rectangle in the HAR

MONICS window.

Tunes the interpolation oscillator

and the band-pass amplifier, and

at the same time, drives the film

mechanism, which indicates the

basic frequency.

Calibrates the interpolation oscillator

by zero-beating it against the

crystal oscillator, as indicated on

the TUNING METER.

Control Function

LEVEL control Enables the operator to control the

rf input level to the detector, as

indicated on the front panel meter.

3.6 MC ADJUST Tunes the crystal oscillator when its

(located under output is being monitored from

nomenclature plate) from the 3.6 MC CRYSTAL

OUTPUT jack.

TUNING METER Provides visual indication of a sero

beat, and also indicates the output

level in the COARSE and FINE

settings of the FUNCTION

SWITCH.

COARSE tuning dial Is divided into three sectors, chosen

by the setting of the RANGE

switch. It indicates the harmonic

of the standard basic frequency

selected by the COARSE control

and also indicates the approximate

frequency of the unknown rf input.

3.6 MC CRYSTAL Test point for crystal oscillator.

OUTPUT

OVEN HTR Indication that the crystal oven

indicating lamp heater is operating.

PHONE jack Enables operator to monitor meas

urements by plugging in a head

set.

RF INPUT jack Provides a connecting point for the

signal under measurement.

Section II. OPERATION UNDER USUAL CONDITIONS

15. Starting Procedure

Perform the starting procedure given below before

using the operating procedure described in para

graph 18.

Caution: Switch S101, located on the power

supply chassis (fig. 22), must be set to either

110V or 220V, depending on the supply voltage,

before the power cord is connected. Permanent

damage to the equipment may result unless this

procedure is followed.

a. Preliminary. Insert the headphone plug into

the PHONE jack. Plug in power cord. Set the

front panel controls (fig. 4) as follows:

Control Position

POWER switch Off

FUNCTION SWITCH COARSE

AnyRANGE switch

COARSE tuning control Any

AnyFINE tuning control.

LEVEL control Midposition

CHECK control Any

Starting (fig. 4).

(1) Couple the unknown signal from the equip

ment under test to the RF INPUT con

nector; use Cord CG-409/U.

(2) Set the POWER switch to the right (on)

and allow a minimum of 20 minutes' warm-

up time so that the crystal oven can reach

the proper operating temperature. The

10
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OVEN HTR lamp will indicate proper

warm-up by cycling on and off every few

seconds.

16. Operating Procedure for Measurement

of Unknown Frequency

a. Coarse Tuning (fig. 4).

(1) Turn the RANGE switch to the setting

that includes the unknown frequency with

in its limits. If the approximate fre

quency is not known, set the RANGE

switch to the lowest frequency band.

(2) With the LEVEL control fully clockwise

and the FUNCTION SWITCH set at

COARSE, rotate the COARSE tuning con

trol until an audio tone is heard in the

headphones. If the approximate fre

quency is not known, it may be necessary

to switch bands to locate this tone. The

approximate frequency in megacycles will

be shown in the illuminated MEGA

CYCLES window of the COARSE tuning

dial.

(3) Turn the LEVEL control until the needle

on the TUNING METER is in the green

LEVEL SET area. Increase the meter

reading by carefully turning the COARSE

control. Readjust the LEVEL control, if

necessary, to keep the TUNING METER

needle in the green area and again increase

the meter reading by turning the COARSE

knob. Do not touch the COARSE control

during the remainder of the measurement.

b. Fine Tuning.

(1) Turn the FUNCTION SWITCH to FINE

and rotate the FINE tuning control until

a loud low-frequency audio beat note is

heard in the headphones; then tune to zero

beat (no sound).

(2) Be sure that the hairline in the illumi

nated HARMONICS window of the

COARSE tuning dial falls on a numbered

black rectangle. If not, rotate the FINE

tuning control until a beat is found for

which the hairline does fall on a num

bered black rectangle.

Calibration Check.

(1) Turn the FUNCTION SWITCH to

CHECK.

(2) Rotate the FINE tuning control until the

nearest black diamond-shaped mark is

lined up with the hairline in the FINE

tuning window under CH'K (arrows on the

film in the window point in the direction

of the diamond). As this diamond-shaped

check point is approached, a tone will be

heard. Carefully adjust the FINE knob

until this tone goes to zero beat (zero

sound). As zero beat is approached, the

TUNING METER needle will begin to

oscillate. Zero beat is indicated on the

meter when the needle rests at ZERO.

d. Final Tuning. Return the FUNCTION

SWITCH to FINE and again rotate the FINE

tuning control until the loud beat note is heard

in the headphones. Carefully adjust the FINE

tuning control until the tone can no longer be heard

in the headphones and the TUNING METER

needle goes to ZERO.

Note. If the signal being measured is not sufficiently

stable in frequency, an estimate of zero beat must be made.

e. Determination of Frequency.

( 1 ) Turn to the section of the CALIBRATION

TABLES (fig. 5) that is the same color as

the illuminated portion of the COARSE

tuning dial.

(2) Turn to the page number indicated un

der PG (page) in the fine tuning window.

(3) Read the BASIC FREQ. in the FINE

tuning window and locate this number in

the column of the CALIBRATION

TABLES headed BASIC FREQ. (fig. 5).

(4) Read on the COARSE tuning dial the

harmonic to be used and locate it in the

HARMONICS column in the tables.

(5) At the intersection of the line containing

the BASIC FREQ. and the HARMONICS

column, read the frequency. This is the

frequency of the signal being measured.

17. Stopping Procedure

(fig. 4)

a. Turn the POWER switch to off.

b. If no further frequency measurements of the

source are to be made, disconnect the rf input cable.

18. Operating Procedure for Setting to De-

tired Frequency

(fig. 4)

a. Determination of Dial Settings.

(1) Set the RANGE switch to the band that

includes the desired frequency.

TAOO 10144-A, Sept. 11



 

Figure 6. Frequency Meter FR-6/U calibration tablet, sample page.

TM 5095-7

(2) Turn to the section of the CALIBRATION

TABLES that is the same color as the

illuminated portion of the COARSE tun

ing dial. Determine from the first fre

quency reading in each HARMONICS col

umn, the harmonic that contains the de

sired frequency.

(3) On the same line as the frequency, note

the number in the column headed BASIC

FREQ.

(4) Rotate the FINE tuning knob until this

BASIC FREQ. appears in the FINE tun

ing window.

b. Calibration Check.

(1) Turn the FUNCTION SWITCH to

CHECK.

(2) While looking into the fine tuning window

(above the FINE tuning control), rotate

the FINE tuning knob until the nearest

black diamond-shaped mark is lined up

with the hairline on the window under

CH'K (arrows on the film in the window

point in the direction of the diamond).

As this diamond-shaped check point is

approached, a tone will be heard. Care

fully adjust the CHECK knob until this

tone goes to zero beat.

c. Setting to a Given Frequency.

(1) Return the FUNCTION SWITCH to

FINE and reset the film in the FINE tun

ing window to the BASIC FREQ. indi

cated in a (4) above.

(2) Rotate the COARSE tuning control until

the harmonic number found in a (2) above

(number at top of column used) is under

the hairline in the iluminated HARMONIC

window of the COARSE tuning dial.

(3) The frequency meter is now tuned to the

desired frequency and may be used as a

signal generator as well as a frequency

meter. Amplitude of the output signal can

be varied by the LEVEL control.

19. Checking Transmitter Frequency

a. Frequency Meter FR-5/U can be used to

check the carrier frequency of a transmitter op

erating in the 10-mc to 100-mc range. This pro

cedure will determine to an accuracy of .001 per

cent whether the transmitter is operating within

its allowable frequency tolerances. Measurement

12 TAOO 10144-A. 8*pt



may be made by following the instructions in para

graphs 15 and 16.

b. If the above procedure reveals that the trans

mitter is off frequency, Frequency Meter FR-5/U

may be used as a frequency standard to retune

the .transmitter by following the instructions in

paragraphs 15 and 18. When the frequency meter

is set to the desired frequency, tune the transmitter

according to standard procedure. As the trans

mitter carrier frequency approaches the frequency

meter setting, a beat note will be heard in the

headphones and the tuning meter needle will fluc

tuate. Continue tuning until a zero beat is at

tained. The transmitter is now operating at the

desired frequency.

20. Receiver Tuning and Alinement

a. Frequency Meter FR-5/U can be used in the

alinement of receivers. Remember, however, that

the output level of the frequency meter is insuf

ficient to aline a badly misalined receiver. Thus,

its usefulness as a signal generator is limited to

final precision alinement. The procedures in para

graph 18 should be followed for setting the fre

quency meter to the desired frequency.

b. If the receiver is to be tuned to a desired fre

quency, indication of proper tuning may be ob

served on the S meter on the receiver, an audio

power output meter, a vacuum-tube voltmeter,

headphones, or speaker. Tune the receiver to the

preset frequency of Frequency Meter FR-5/U by

observing the indicating device used with the re

ceiver.

Section ill. OPERATION UNDER UNUSUAL CONDITIONS

21. General

The operation of Frequency Meter FR-5/U may

be difficult in regions where extreme cold, heat, hu

midity and moisture, sand conditions, etc., pre

vail. Although every precaution is taken to main

tain its technical characteristics over a wide tem

perature and humidity range, adverse conditions

may cause errors in measurements unless additional

precautions are taken. Paragraphs 22, 23, and

24 outline procedures that minimize the effects

of these unusual climatic conditions.

22. Operation in Arctic Climates

Subzero temperature and climatic conditions as

sociated with cold weather affect the efficient opera

tion of test equipment. Instructions and precau

tions for operation under such adverse conditions

follow:

a. Handle the frequency meter carefully.

b. Keep the equipment warm and dry and, if

necessary, construct an insulated box for the fre

quency meter. Keep the filaments of the tubes

lighted constantly, unless this overtaxes the power

source. To conserve heat, place a blanket over the

frequency meter when it is not in use.

c. If the instrument is removed from its case for

service, move it into a heated inclosure where there

is no danger of a cold draft when a door is opened.

If the inclosure is so constructed that this is im

possible, place a blanket or some barrier between

the source of the draft and the equipment.

d. When equipment that has been exposed to the

cold is brought into a warm room, it will sweat

until it reaches room temperature. When the equip

ment has reached room temperature, dry it thor

oughly. This condition also arises when the equip

ment warms up during the day after exposure dur

ing a cold night.

23. Operation in Tropical Climates

When operated in tropical climates, test equip

ment may be installed in tents or huts. Ventilation

is usually very poor, and the relative humidity

causes condensation on the equipment whenever the

temperature of the equipment becomes lower than

the surrounding air. To minimize this condition,

place lighted electric bulbs under the equipment

or keep the POWER switch on.

24. Operation in Desert Climates

a. The main problem that arises with equipment

operation in desert areas is the large amount of

sand, dust, or dirt that enters the moving parts

of test equipment. The ideal preventive precaution

is to house the equipment in a dustproof shelter.

However, such a building is seldom available and

would require air conditioning. The next best pre

caution is to make the building in which the equip

TAOO M144-A, 8*pt 13



ment is located as dustproof as possible with avail

able materials. Hang wet sacking over the windows

and doors, cover the inside walls with heavy paper,

and secure the side walls of tents with sand to pre

vent their flapping in the wind.

6. Never tie power cords, signal cords, or other

wiring connections to either the inside or the outside

of tents. Desert areas are subject to sudden wind

squalls that may jerk the connections loose or break

the lines.

c. Keep the equipment as free from dust as pos

sible. Make frequent preventive maintenance

checks (par. 30). Pay particular attention to lu

brication. Excessive amounts of dust, sand, or

dirt that come into contact with oil and grease

result in grit, which will damage the equipment.

d. A drastic fall in temperature at night often

causes condensation on the equipment. To pre

vent this, cover it with a tarpaulin or similar

material.
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CHAPTER 4

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE

Section I. ORGANIZATIONAL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

25. General

a. A number of tools, materials, or tool equip

ment kits are supplied to organizational mainte

nance personnel for use with the equipment.

b. The actual allowable organizational mainte

nance that can be performed on Frequency Meter

AN/URM-80 depends to a large extent upon the

existing military regulations (standing operating

procedure), the existing tactical situation, and also

upon the tools and other test equipment issued

26. Tools, Materials, and Test Equipment

Tools, materials, and test equipment used, but

not supplied, with Frequency Meter AN/URM-

80 are listed in a, b, and c below. The tools

and materials contained in Tool Equipment TE-

41 are listed in Department of the Army Supply

Manual SIG 6-TE-41.

a. Tools.

1 Tool Equipment TE-41

b. Materials.

Sandpaper, #000*

Orange stick

Cheese cloth*

Solvent, Dry Cleaning (SD) (Fed. spec. No.

P-S-«6a).

c. Test Equipment.

Electron Tube Test Set TV-7/U.

Multimeter TS-297/U.

Section II. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICES

27. Definition of Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance is work performed on

equipment (usually when the equipment is not

in use) to keep it in good working order so that

breakdowns and needless interruptions in service

will be kept to a minimum. Preventive mainte

nance differs from troubleshooting and repair in

that its object is to prevent certain troubles from

occurring.

28. General Preventive Maintenance Tech

niques

a. Use No. 000 sandpaper to remove corrosion.

b. Use a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or a dry

brush for cleaning.

(1) If necessary, except for electrical con

tacts, moisten the cloth or brush with

solvent (SD) ; after cleaning, wipe the

parts dry with a cloth. If the part

cleaned is normally lubricated, relubricate

'Part of Tool Equipment TE-4L

in accordance with the instructions in

paragraphs 31 and 32.

(2) Clean electrical contacts with a cloth

moistened with carbon tetrachloride; then

wipe them with a dry cloth.

Caution: Repeated contact of carbon

tetrachloride with the skin or prolonged

breathing of the fumes is dangerous. Make

sure adequate ventilation is provided.

c. For further information on preventive main

tenance techniques, refer to TB SIG 178, Preven

tive Maintenance Guide for Radio Communication

Equipment.

29. Use of Preventive Maintenance Forms

a. The decision concerning the items on DA

Forms 11-238 and 11-239 (fig. 6 and 7) that are

applicable to this equipment is a tactical decision

to be made in the case of first echelon maintenance

by the communications officer/chief or his desig-

TAOO 10144-A, Sept.
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natcd representative, and in the case of second

and third echelon maintenance, by the individual

making the inspection. Instructions for the use

of each form appear on the reverse side of the

form.

b. Circled items in figures 6 and 7 are partially

or totally applicable to Frequency Meter AN/

VRM-80. References in the ITEM column refer

to paragraphs in the text that contain required

detailed or additional maintenance information.

30. Performing Preventive Maintenance

Caution: Tighten screws, boits, and nuts care

fully. Fittings tightened beyond the pressure for

which they are designed will be damaged or broken.

a. Exterior Items.

(1) Check the general condition of the com

ponents of the frequency meter. The com

ponents are listed in paragraph 6.

(2) Remove dirt and moisture from the front

panel, and connectors (fig. 1).

(3) Check the seating and rating of fuses F701

and F702 (fig. 29).

(4) Remove dirt and moisture from the dust

cover (fig. 2).

(5) Inspect the metal surfaces of Meter Case

CY-1501/U for rust and corrosion (fig.

1).

(6) Inspect cables for cuts, fraying, breaks,

and kinks (fig. 1 and 29).

(7) Inspect switches, knobs, dials, and dial

windows for looseness (fig. 2).

(8) Clean the name plate and OVEN HTR

indicator lamp cover (fig. 4).

(9) Inspect controls for binding and scraping.

(10) Inspect TUNING METER for damaged

glass or case.

(11) If deficiencies noted are not corrected dur

ing inspection, indicate action taken for

correction.

b. Interior Items.

Caution: Disconnect all power before performing

the following operations. Upon completion, re

connect power and check for satisfactory opera

tion.

(1) Inspect belts for looseness and fraying.

(2) Inspect fixed capacitors for leaks, bulges,

and discoloration (fig. 31 through 33).

(3) Inspect variable capacitors C303 (fig. 28)

and C207 (fig. 38) for dirt and loose

mounting lugs.

Caution: Do not touch or bend the

plates of C207 or C303. This will result

in loss of frequency calibration of the

frequency meter.

(4) Inspect resistors for cracks, chipping,

blisters, and discoloration (fig. 31, 33, 35,

and 36 through 38).

(5) Clean and tighten all switches (fig. 33).

(6) Lubricate the dial gearing, film mecha

nism, and interpolation oscillator gearing

in accordance with instructions in para

graph 31 and figure 8.

(7) Clean and tighten the connections and

mountings on transformer T101 and

chokes L101 and L102 (fig. 22).

(8) Inspect transformer T101 and chokes L102

and L102 for overheating.

(9) Check moistureproofing and fungiproofing

varnish for cracks and chipping.

Section III. LUBRICATION

31. Lubrication Instructions

a. The only points to be lubricated are the gear

faces (fig. 8), and then only when the film mecha

nism has been disassembled for repairs. Use

Grease, Aircraft and Instruments (GL), for all

gears that require lubrication.

b. Gasoline will not be used as a cleaning fluid

for any purpose. When the frequency meter is

overhauled or repairs are made, parts should be

cleaned with solvent (SD).

c. Carbon tetrachloride will be used as a clean

ing fluid only on electrical equipment where in

flammable solvents cannot be used because of fire

hazard, and on electrical contacts including plugs,

jacks, and film mechanisms.

d. Do not use excessive amounts of grease and

do not allow any surfaces to become greasy.

e. Be sure that lubricants and points to be

lubricated are free from sand, grit, or dirt. Use

solvent (SD) to clean all parts. Before lubrica

tion, clean all surfaces to be lubricated; use a

lint-free cloth dampened with solvent (SD). Keep

the solvent off surrounding parts.

18
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figure 8. Typical lubrication point*.

32. Lubrication under Unusual Conditions

a. Arctic Region. The lubricant used in Fre

quency Meter FR-5/U is satisfactory in Arctic

regions. Do not over-lubricate; excess grease may

impair operation of moving parts.

b. Tropical Regions. High temperatures and

moisture (caused by rain, condensation, etc.) may

cause normally satisfactory lubricants to flow from

moving parts and other surfaces. These bearing

surfaces will wear excessively, and hinges, fast

eners, and other parts will be damaged or de

stroyed by rust and corrosion. Inspect the equip

ment daily and lubricate it as required to insure

efficient operation.

c. Desert Regions. Dust and sand infiltration

into the equipment causes grit in the lubricants

and will seriously impair and damage the moving

parts of the frequency meter. Hot, dry tempera

tures cause the lubricants to flow from the moving

parts, and conditions similar to those described in

b above will result. Use lubricants suitable for high

temperatures. Inspect and clean the equipment

daily.

Section IV. WEATHERPROOFING

33. Weatherprooflng Procedures and Pre

cautions

a. General. Signal Corps equipment, when op

erated under severe climatic conditions (tropical,

arctic, and desert regions), requires special treat

ment and maintenance. Fungus growth, insects,

dust, corrosion, salt spray, excessive moisture, and

extremes in temperature are harmful to most ma

terials.

6. Tropical Maintenance. A special moisture-

proofing and fungiproofing treatment has been de

vised to provide a reasonable degree of protection.

This treatment is explained in TB SIG 13, Mois-

tureproofing and Fungiproofing Signal Corps Equip

ment, and TB SIG 72, Tropical Maintenance of

Ground Signal Equipment. The equipment is given

the moistureproofing and fungiproofing treatment

at the factory; therefore, it is necessary to use

this treatment only when parts are replaced or

repaired.

c. Winter Maintenance. Special precautions nec

essary to prevent poor performance or total op

erational failure of equipment in extremely low

temperatures are explained in TB SIG 66, Winter

Maintenance of Signal Equipment, and TB SIG

219, Operation of Signal Equipment at Low Tem

peratures.

d. Desert Maintenance. Special precautions

necessary to prevent equipment failure in areas

subject to extremely high temperatures, low hu

midity, and excessive sand and dust are explained

in TB SIG 75, Desert Maintenance of Ground

Signal Equipment.

e. Lubrication. The effects of extreme cold and

heat on materials and lubricants are explained in

TB SIG 69, Lubrication of Ground Signal Equip

ment. Observe all precautions outlined in TB SIG

69 and pay strict attention to all lubrication or

ders when operating equipment under conditions

of extreme cold or heat. Refer to paragraph 31

for detailed instructions.

34. Rustproofmg and Painting

a. When the finish on the case has been badly

scarred or damaged, rust and corrosion can be pre

vented by touching up bared surfaces. Use No.

000 sandpaper to clean the surface down to the

bare metal and to obtain a smooth finish.

Caution: Do not use steel wool. Minute particles

may enter the case and cause harmful internal

shorting or grounding of circuits.
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6. When a touch-up job is necessary, apply paint

with a small brush. Remove rust from the case

by cleaning corroded metal with solvent (SD). In

severe cases, it may be necessary to use solvent

(SD) to soften the rust and to use sandpaper tc

complete the preparation for painting. Paint used

will be authorized and consistent with existing regu

lations.

Section V. TROUBLE SHOOTING AT ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE LEVEL

35. General Troubleshooting Information

a. The troubleshooting and repairs that can be

performed at the organizational maintenance level

(operators and repairmen) are limited in scope by

the tools, test equipment, and replaceable parts is

sued and by the tactical situation. Accordingly,

troubleshooting is based on the performance of

the equipment and the use of the senses in determin

ing such troubles as burned-out fuses, broken cords,

defective tubes, cracked insulators, etc.

b. Paragraphs 36 through 38 help in locating

faulty circuits and in localizing the faults to the

defective stage or item.

36. Visual Inspection

a. Failure of this equipment to operate properly

usually will be caused by one or more of the

following:

(1) Improperly connected power cord to power

source.

(2) Worn, broken, or disconnected cords or

plugs.

(3) Burned-out fuses (usually indicates an

other fault).

(4) Wires broken because of excessive vibra

tion.

(5) Defective tubes.

(6) Inactive crystal.

b. When failure is encountered and the cause is

not immediately apparent, check as many of the

items listed in a above as is practicable before

starting a detailed examination of the component

parts of the system. If possible, obtain informa

tion from the operator of the equipment regarding

performance at the time trouble occurred.

37. Troubleshooting by Using Equipment

Performance Checklist

a. General. The equipment performance checklist

(par. 38) will help the operator to locate opera

tional troubles within the equipment. The list

gives the item checked, the conditions under which

the item is checked, the normal indications and

tolerances of correct operation, and the corrective

measures the operator can take. To use this list,

follow the items in numerical sequence.

b. Action or Condition. For some items, the in

formation given in the action or condition column

consists of various switch and control settings un

der which the item is to be checked. For other

items it represents an action that must be taken

to check the indication given in the normal indi

cations column.

c. Normal Indications. The normal indications

listed include the things that the operator should

notice when he checks the items. If the indications

are not normal, the operator or repairman should

apply the recommended corrective measures.

d. Corrective Measures. In most cases, the cor

rective measures listed are those the operator can

make without turning in the equipment for repairs.

If the recommended corrective measures are beyond

the operator's capabilities, a reference is made to

the Field Maintenance Section.

20
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38. Equipment Performance Checklist

Item

No. Item Action or condition Normal indications Corrective measures

1 POWER switch Off position.

><
2 RANGE switch Set to desired band.

PS
3 CHECK control Set to midposition.

o

4 LEVEL control Set to midposition.

><

OS

5 FUNCTION

SWITCH

Set to COARSE position.

<

a.

H

6 COARSE tuning

control

Set to approximate fre

quency.

M
7 FINE tuning control None.

On

8 PHONE jack Plug in earphones.

H 9 POWER switch Set to on position. One of the COARSE tuning

dial maps and the film

illuminating lamp are

lighted. OVEN HTR

lights.

Check fuses F701 and F702>

ac power source, and dial

lamps. Replace OVEN

HTR lamp or OVEN.

ai

"<

H

so

10 RF INPUT jack Apply signal to be measured

to jack.

11 RANGE switch Set to proper band for un

known signal frequency.

Yellow, red, or amber lamp

on the COARSE tuning

dial will light depending

on setting.

Check dial lamps.

12 COARSE tuning

control

Adjust to approximate fre

quency.

A beat note should be heard

in headset as unknown

frequency is approached.

RANGE switch not prop

erly set.

-< 18 LEVEL control Set for proper level. Needle of TUNING

METER should be on

green LEVEL SET por

tion of meter face.

Refer to paragraph 53.

s

OS

o

h

PS

w

a.

14 FUNCTION switch Set to FINE position. Audio note in headset will

disappear.

Refer to paragraph 53.

H

15 FINE tuning control Rotate control. Film strip will rotate. Audio

note will be heard as the

unknown frequency is ap

proached. Pitch of tone

will decrease as zero beat

is approached and in

crease after it is passed.

Refer to paragraph 53.

2

M

S

a.

P

or

16 Film strip Read frequency on right

side of film strip in win

dow.

Final tuning to zero beat

should be done by watch

ing the needle of front

panel meter. When os

cillations of needle have

stopped, zero beat is at

tained.

TAGO 10144-A, Sept.
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38. Equipment Performance Checklist—Continued

Item

No. Item Action or condition Normal indication! Corrective momirec

a,

o 17 POWER switch Set to off. All dial lamps and indicator

lamps go out.

Check switch (S702).

H

CO
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CHAPTER 5

THEORY

39. Block Diagram

The block diagram for Frequency Meter FR-5/U

is shown in figure 9. For more detailed circuit in

formation, refer to the schematic diagram (fig. 39).

a. Principle* of Operation. In the usual method

of heterodyne frequency measurement, selected har

monics of a fixed frequency standard are beat with

the signal frequency to be measured to produce a

beat frequency. In Frequency Meter FR-5/U, se

lected harmonics of a standard basic frequency are

beat with the unknown frequency to be measured.

The algebraic sum of the resulting beat frequency

and the chosen harmonic of the standard basic fre

quency will equal the unknown frequency. When

zero beat is reached, the standard basic frequency

and the unknown frequency are identical. To zero

beat any one of a variety of unknown frequencies,

the standard basic frequency against which the un

known is beat must be continuously variable. Fre

quency Meter FR-5/U combines a frequency stand

ard (crystal oscillator) with an interpolation oscil

lator to produce a variable basic frequency. A

selected harmonic is matched to the frequency under

measurement by zero beating them in a detector.

By means of the COARSE tuning control, the rf

tuner circuits are tuned close to the frequency under

measurement. The COARSE tuning control rotates

the dial so that a harmonic number will appear in

the window. A beat note will be heard in the head

set as the unknown frequency is approached. The

FINE tuning control is then used to tune the inter

polation oscillator producing the basic frequency

from which the harmonic is derived. As the FINE

control is rotated, a floating indicator is moved

across the dial. When zero beat is attained, this

indicator will rest upon a block whose number indi

cates the harmonic number. The basic frequency

is indicated on the film strip. From the standard

basic frequency f. on the film strip and the harmonic

number on the COARSE tuning dial, the unknown

frequency fz can now be found in the calibration

tables.

b. Interpolation Oscillator.

(1) Tuning is accomplished by turning the

FINE tuning control, which is linked me

chanically to a variable capacitor in the

tank circuit of V401A, to the film mech

anism, and to a variable capacitor in the

band-pass amplifier. The film strip is cal

ibrated in terms of the basic frequency;

that is, the sum of the interpolation oscil

lator and the crystal oscillator frequencies.

(2) The interpolation oscillator consists of os

cillator V401A, which generates signals in

the range of 16.6 to 34 kilocycles (kc) for

addition to the output of the crystal oscil

lator. Buffer V401B amplifies the output

of V401A, then feeds it to the balanced

modulator and the crystal oscillator.

c. Crystal Oscillator. The crystal oscillator is

composed of 3.6-mc crystal Y501, tuned amplifier

V502, phase inverter V501 , frequency dividers V503

and V504, buffer amplifier V505A, harmonic gen

erator V506, and amplifier V505B.

(1) The oscillator circuit is composed of crys

tal Y501, tuned amplifier V502, and phase

inverter V501. The crystal supplies a

3.6-mc signal to tuned amplifier V502.

The output of V502 is applied to phase

inverter V501. The output of the phase

inverter is fed back to the crystal to sus

tain oscillations, and also to first frequency

divider V503.

(2) Frequency dividers V503 and V504 each

divides the crystal output by a factor of

three or, together, by a factor of nine. The

resultant 400-kc signal is delivered to buf

fer amplifier V505A, which applies the sig

nal to the balanced modulator and to the

check circuit. When the FUNCTION

SWITCH is in the CHECK position, buf

fer amplifier V505A, a cathode follower,

isolates the frequency dividers from the

balanced modulator and provides an im

TAOO M1M-A, 8apt.
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pedance match to the cable feeding the

balanced modulator.

(3) When the FUNCTION SWITCH is in the

CHECK position, the check circuit, which

consists of amplifier V505B and harmonic

generator V506, is energised and is used

to calibrate the interpolation oscillator at

any one of its 25 check points; that is, at

frequencies such as 20, 25, and 32 kc, of

which 800 kc is a common harmonic. The

harmonic being generated at any given in

stant is beat against the 800-kc second

harmonic from the crystal oscillator. A

trimmer in the interpolation oscillator is

then tuned by the CHECK control until a

zero beat indication is obtained on TUN

ING METER.

d. Balanced Modulator. The output of the in

terpolation oscillator (16.6 to 34 kc) is added to the

400-kc signal from the crystal oscillator in a bal

anced modulator, consisting of mixers V602 and

V603, and output buffer amplifier V601. The out

put of the mixer stage is the sum (416.6 to 434 kc)

of the two frequencies fed to the balanced mod

ulator and is the standard basic frequency used in

determining the unknown frequency. The output

is fed through buffer amplifier V601 to the band

pass amplifier.

e. Band -Past Amplifier. By setting RANGE

switch S301 to the proper position, the band-pass

amplifier may be operated on any one of three bands

as shown in the table below. The fourth column

gives the actual range of frequencies, dependent on

the setting of the interpolation oscillator, that may

appear in the output of the band-pass amplifier for

each setting of the RANGE switch. The amplified

standard, or second or fourth harmonic of the stand

ard, is delivered to the first, second, or third band

circuit, respectively, of the rf tuner.

Band (colore refer to

COARSE) tuning dial

Harmonic of standard pro

duced in balanced modulator

Ranee of harmonic of

standard (kc)RANGE switch States used

10-21.7 MC 1 (yellow) 1st (fundamental). 416.6-434 V801 and V302

21.7-46.7 MC 2 (green) 2nd 833.2-868 V301 and V304

46.7-100 MC 3 (red) 4th 1666.4-1736 V301 and V306

/. Rf Tuner. The rf tuner resonant frequency is

also controlled by the RANGE switch for operation

on any one of the three bands. Power is applied to

the proper section by means of the switch. Each

of the three circuits consists of a crystal diode har

monic generator, an rf amplifier, and a detector.

Once the range, or band, has been selected, the cir

cuit is tuned approximately to the input frequency

with the COARSE control. To do this, the rf signal

is audio modulated, and the circuit is tuned until

the audio signal is most clearly detected. With the

FUNCTION SWITCH in the COARSE position,

the rf amplifier (V201A, V202A, or V202B) is tuned

until the loudest tone is heard in the headphones.

The tone is produced at the output of the detector

(V201B, V203A, or V203B). With the FUNCTION

SWITCH in the COARSE position, there is no in

put to the rf tuner from the band-pass amplifier.

With the FUNCTION SWITCH in the FINE posi

tion, the standard basic frequency is reintroduced

and is varied by fine-tuning the interpolation oscil

lator, and is beat against the rf «v until a zero

beat is produced; this is shown on the TUNING

METER. At this point, the standard basic fre

quency or its second or fourth harmonic, depending

on the setting of the RANGE switch, equals the

unknown frequency.

g. Rf Modulator. Amplitude modulation of the

rf signal is performed in this absorption-type modu

lator, composed of two parallel diode crystals,

CR701 and CR702. Modulation is produced by an

800 ±300 cps signal from audio oscillator V105,

which is located on the power supply chassis.

h. Audio Amplifier. The audio amplifier is a

three-stage amplifier consisting of V106, V107, and

V108B located on the power supply chassis. It

amplifies the audio output of the rf tuner detectors

when the FUNCTION SWITCH is in the COARSE

or FINE position. It also amplifies the output of

the check system when the FUNCTION SWITCH

is in the CHECK position. A signal is taken from

the first stage, amplified by V108A, and applied to

the TUNING METER.

24
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i. Power Supply.

(1) The power supply, located on the main

frame, supplies voltage for the plates and

filaments. The power transformer supplies

6.4 and 6.5 volts for the filaments. A full-

wave rectifier (V101 and V102 in parallel)

supplies +240 volts direct current (dc) to

some circuits. Voltage regulators V103

and V104 supply 150 and 108 volts to

other circuits.

(2) The audio oscillator, located on the power

supply chassis, uses a 6BN6 gated-beam

tube. The oscillator produces an 800 ±300

cps signal for modulating the rf signal (g

above) during operation in the COARSE

position.

40. Interpolation Oscillator

The interpolation oscillator is a highly stable

oscillator whose frequency may be varied from 16.6

to 34 kilocycles. It consists of a modified Colpitts

oscillator V401A, known as a Clapp oscillator, and

buffer- amplifier V401B. Its output is fed to the

balanced modulator.

a. Oscillator (B, fig. 10).

(1) The circuit of oscillator V401A is similar

to a Colpitts oscillator except that a series

LC circuit replaces the conventional paral

lel-tuned circuit. This is similar to a crys

tal oscillator using the Colpitts method of

feedback. The series-resonant circuit has

across it a voltage divider network consist

ing of C405 and C406. The grid is con

nected to one end of this network and the

plate to the other end. The ratio of the

voltage developed across the capacitors in

the divider network will determine the

amplitude of the feedback voltage. Thus,

a voltage of the proper phase and ampli

tude necessary to sustain oscillations is

fed to the grid of the tube. In this circuit,

the capacitance values of C405 and C406

are very much larger than tuning capacitor

Co; therefore, the tube internal capaci

tances have very little loading effect on

the resonant frequency of the series-tuned

circuit. In effect, the resonant circuit is

isolated from the tube variables by voltage

divider network C405 and C406, resulting

in a high degree of frequency stability.

(2) In the actual circuit, shown in A, figure 10,

capacitors C410, C401, C402, and C403

are the ones represented by Co in the

equivalent circuit. The tank circuit is

composed of these capacitors and inductor

L401. Capacitors C405 and C406 form the

voltage divider across the series resonant

circuit. The voltage developed across C406

is applied to the grid of V401A. This volt

age is of the proper phase and amplitude

necessary to sustain oscillations. Grid leak

bias is provided by capacitor C407 and

resistor R402. The high resistance value

of resistor R402 minimizes grid current,

which further reduces the loading effect

caused by the tube. The feedback signal

is applied to the grid through capacitor

C407. The rf choke in the cathode leg

provides the cathode dc return path and

increases stability. Resistor R405 and

capacitor C409A form the plate decoupling

network. During operation, the oscillator

is tuned by the FINE control, when the

FUNCTION SWITCH is in the FINE

position. The FINE control is geared to

C403 and to the film strip. When the

FUNCTION SWITCH is in the CHECK

position, the oscillator is calibrated at its

nearest check point by the CHECK con

trol, which is coupled to C402. Capacitor

C402 and the film mechanism are coupled

by a special timing belt. This belt system

is used because of its simplicity and posi

tive action. The Clapp oscillator is highly

stable in spite of changes in temperature

and power supply voltage variations. The

output is taken from the junction of L401

and the paralleled tuning capacitors and

applied through C404 and isolating re

sistor R401 to the grid of buffer V401B.

b. Buffer-Amplifier. Amplifier V401B isolates

the oscillator against fluctuations and variations

caused by circuit loading. The plate of the buffer

is bypassed to ground by C409B. Resistor R403

provides the grid return. The output signal is de

veloped across cathode resistor R404 and applied

through C408 to the balanced modulator and to

V505B in the check circuit.

41. Crystal Oscillator

The crystal oscillator chassis is composed of a

two-stage, 3.6-mc, crystal-controlled oscillator and

two regenerative frequency dividers. The dividers

successively divide the oscillator output by three,

thus producing a 400-kc output, which is delivered

TAOO 10144-A, Sept.
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Figure 10. Interpolation oscillator, simplified schematic diagram.

TM909S-IS

to the balanced modulator. The check circuit beats

the second harmonic of the 400-kc signal against

harmonics of the interpolation oscillator output to

produce zero beat at each interpolation oscillator

check point.

c. 8.6-mc Oscillator (fig. 11).

(1) Crystal Y501 resonates at 3.6 megacycles.

Oscillation is sustained by the positive

feedback from the plate of phase inverter

V501. Resistor R505 provides the dc re

turn for the amplifier grid. The output of

V502 is taken across the tuned plate load

(2)

consisting of 3.6 mc ADJUST capacitors

C503 and C504, capacitor C505, and in

ductor L501, and is coupled through C508

to the control grid of V501. Resistor R529

lowers the Q of the tank circuit, and pre

vents spurious oscillations. Resistor R503

and capacitor C506 form a plate decoup

ling network ; R504 is the screen dropping

resistor and C502 is the screen bypass

capacitor. Cathode bias is developed across

R502, and C501 bypasses rf around R502.

The output of V502 is applied to the con

trol grid (pin 1) of V501 through C508.
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The input voltage is developed across

R506. Cathode bias for V501 is developed

across R508. The reactance of C509 is

very high to the 3.6-mc signal output but

presents a low reactance to harmonics;

this prevents them from appearing in the

output. The decoupling network in the

108-voIt supply is formed by C513, R509,

and C510. Screen-grid voltage for the

phase inverter is supplied through drop

ping resistor R510. The rf is bypassed

around R510 by C511.

(3) The signal developed across plate load

R507 is coupled back to the crystal

through C507. The amplitude of the volt

age across R505 in the grid circuit of V502

is sufficient and in the correct phase be

cause of normal tube action, to sustain

oscillations in the crystal. The signal is

made available at 3.6 MC CRYSTAL

OUTPUT jack J502 through C532.

b. First Frequency Divider (fig. 12). The first

frequency divider, V503, is of the regenerative type,

in which the A section of the tube is the mixer and

the B section is the doubler. The plate circuit of

the A section is tuned to 1.2 megacycles and that of

the B section to 2.4 megacycles. The 3.6-megacycle

signal from the crystal oscillator is coupled through

C512 and across L503 to the grid of V503A. Be

cause of the initial surge, the 3.6-megacycle input

signal will shock excite the plate tank circuit which

is tuned to 1.2 megacycles. The plate load circuit

consists of one winding of transformer T501 and

capacitors C520 and C514. The 1.2-megacycle

signal is coupled through C518 to V503B where

amplification and harmonic generation take place.

Resistor R514 is the grid return resistor. Energy

is developed at the second harmonic (2.4 mega

cycles) across the plate tank circuit of V503B,

which consists of the other winding of T501 and

C515. This signal is coupled through C516 back to

the grid of V503A. Inductor L503 provides the dc

grid return and isolates the grid from ground.

Cathode bias is developed by R512 and rf is by

passed around it by C517. The output of V503A

will contain the difference frequency between the

3.6-megacycle and 2.4-megacycle signals thv.t are

impressed on its grid. The resultant 1.2-megacycle

signal will now be strong enough to maintain the

flywheel effect in the plate tank ri' it. This

amplified signal appears across tb< ,uned cir

cuit and is coupled through C521 to the grid (pin

2) of V504. Plate voltage for V503A is supplied

from voltage divider R511 and R513. The junction

of these two resistors is bypassed to ground by

capacitor C542. Resistor R530 and capacitor CM9

form a decoupling circuit that isolates the plate

circuit of V503B from the power supply.

c. Second Frequency Divider (fig. 12). Second

frequency divider, V504, is also of the regenerative

type, in which the A section is the converter and

the B section is the doubler. The plate circuit of

the A section is tuned to 400 kilocycles and that

of the B section to 800 kilocycles. Starting tran

sients will shock excite the A-section tuned circuit

which begins the regenerative action. The 400-kilo-

cycle signal developed in the plate tank is amplified

and doubled in the B-section circuit and is beat

against the 1.2-megacycle signal in the A section.

As in the first frequency divider, the starting surge

will excite the plate tank, causing it to oscillate.

The oscillations will be sustained by the beating of

the doubled frequency (800 kilocycles) with the

incoming 1.2-megacycle signal, and the resultant

signal is fed to the 400-kc tank circuit of V504A.

The starting 400-kc signal is developed across the

plate load circuit consisting of one winding of

T502, C522, and C523. The 400-kilocycle signal

is coupled through C526 and R519 and applied to

the grid of V504B, where amplification and har

monic generation take place. Energy is developed

at the second harmonic (800 kc) in the plate cir

cuit of V504B which consists of the other winding

of T502 and C528, tuned to 800 kilocycles. The

800-kilocycle signal is coupled through C525 back

to the grid of V504A. Resistor R515 provides the

do grid return for V504A. Cathode bias for V504A

is developed by R512; the rf is bypassed around

R512 by C517. Resistors R516 and R518 form a

voltage divider network that supplies plate volt

age for V604A and V504B. The signals are by

passed around R518 by C524. The output is the

400-kilocycle difference frequency between the 1.2-

megacycle and 800-kilocycle signals. This 400-kilo

cycle signal is coupled through C529 to the grid of

cathode follower V505A.

d. Buffer-Amplifier (fig. 13). Buffer-amplifier

V505 isolates the frequency dividers from the bal

anced modulator and matches the output impedance

to that of the cable to the balanced modulator.

The buffer-amplifier operates as a cathode fol

lower. The grid-tuned circuit consists of T503A

and C531. Resistor R520 is across the tuned circuit

TAGO 101M-A. Sapt.
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Figure 11. Crystal oscillator frequency dividers, simplified schematic diagram.

and broadens the frequency response. The signal

is applied to the grid of V505A through coupling

capacitor C529. The output of the stage is taken

from cathode resistor R522. Plate voltage for the

buffer amplifier is supplied through resistor R521.

Resistor R521 and C530 form a decoupling network.

e. Check Circuit (fig. 13). The check circuit,

which consists of V505B and V506, is energized

when the FUNCTION SWITCH is in the CHECK

position and is used to calibrate the interpolation

oscillator in terms of the 400-kc crystal oscillator

output. The 400-kc output is taken from cathode

resistor R522 of buffer amplifier V505A and applied

to the quadrature grid (pin 6) of V506, a gated-

beam 6BN6 tube. The output of the interpolation

oscillator is coupled through C537 to the grid of

amplifier V505B. Grid-leak bias is developed by

R527 and C537. The amplified output developed

across plate load resistor R526 is coupled through

C533 and R523 to the signal grid (pin 2) of V506.

Voltage to the accelerator grid (pin 5) is supplied

through dropping resistor R528 which is bypassed

by C535.

/. Plate and Accelerator Grid Current. The plate

and accelerator grid current flow produces a bias

of -f3.5 volts (near the cutoff valve) across cathode

biasing network R524 and C540. The tube will

conduct only during the positive half-cycles of the

signal input and then only on the extremely steep

portion of the grid voltage-plate current curve.

This results in strong harmonic generation. The

check points are those frequencies between 16.6 and

34 kilocycles, which are submultiples of 800 kilo

cycles. Therefore, when the interpolation oscillator

is tuned to a check point, it will produce an 800-kc

harmonic in the plate circuit of V506. At the same

time, the 400-kc signal from V505A is applied to

the quadrature grid. This grid is at an average

potential of about -f-3 volts, placing operation on

a nonlinear portion of the plate current quadrature-

grid voltage curve. This results in strong harmonic

generation. The plate circuit is tuned by L502 and

C534 to 800 kilocycles.

g. The output of V506 is coupled through C541

to the tuned circuit consisting of C536 and T503B.

The signal voltages developed across the tuned cir

TAQO M144-A. Stpt.
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cuit are applied to crystal detector CR501. If the

signals from both the interpolation oscillator and

the crystal oscillator are at 800-kc, there will be

no output from the crystal detector. This would be

the case when tuned to a check point. However,

as the interpolation oscillator is tuned away from

a check point, two signals will exist at the plate of

V506: the second harmonic of the 400-kc signal

applied to the quadrature grid, and the harmonics

of the instantaneous interpolation oscillator output.

Assume that the interpolation oscillator is tuned

to 17 kc. The 44th harmonic of 17 kc is 748 kc and

is close enough to 800 kc to be picked out by the

tuned circuits, but far enough removed from 800

kc not to produce an audio beat note, if detected.

When the FUNCTION SWITCH is in the CHECK

position, both signals would be applied to the

crystal detector CR501, and the difference frequency

produced would be applied through C539 to V108.

Capacitor C538 bypasses the higher frequencies

around load resistor R525.

42. Balanced Modulator

Since the variable standard basic frequency is

produced by mixing the signals of the interpola

tion and crystal oscillators, frequency components

other than the desired sum frequency will appear

in the output. Elimination of some of the unde-

sired frequencies .is accomplished by a balanced

modulator consisting of V602 and V603 and the

buffer amplifier V601. The modulator output equals

the sum of the two frequencies.

 

I6.S-34KC

FROM

INTERPOLATION

OSCILLATOR
TMSOflS-lft

Figure 13. Crystal oscillator, output and check circuits, simplified schematic diagram. i
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a. Modulator Circuit (fig. 14). The 400-kc out

put of the buffer amplifier is applied to the primary

of input transformer T601, which, with capacitors

C601 and C602, forms a tuned circuit. The primary

and secondary are tuned separately. Equal ampli

tude, but out-of-phase signals, are developed across

the B and C secondaries; capacitor C605 resonates

the entire secondary circuit at 400 kilocycles. Ca

pacitors C603 and C604 bypass the center tap of

T601; therefore, signals of equal amplitude but

opposite phase are applied to the grids of V602 and

V603 from the 400-kc crystal oscillator. The plates

of the tubes, however, are operated in push-push.

This means that while the grids are being driven on

alternate half-cycles (by being connected to oppo

site ends of the transformer) the plates are oper

ating together because they are tied together. A

common plate load, in this case the tuned circuit

consisting of resistor R605, transformer T603, and

capacitor C609, is used. The signal at the plate of

one tube is always being bucked by the signal from

the opposite tube; this effectively cancels out the

fundamental frequency. The variable output signal

of the interpolation oscillator is also applied to the

grids of V602 and V603 equal in amplitude but

opposite in phase through T602. If applied alone,

this signal will have the same effect as the 400-kc

signal. However, this signal is a low level signal

and is used to modulate the 400-kc input signal.

The two signals are mixed within the tubes and the

sura and difference frequencies will appear in the

output. The plate tank circuit, C609 and the pri

mary of T603, is tuned to the sum frequency and

allows only the sum frequency of the interpolation

oscillator and the 400-kc signal to pass to the next

stage. The primary of T6G3, the plate load, has its

response broadened by R605. Some of the 400-kc

input signal may be amplified and passed along with

the desired signal. However, the stages following

in the band-pass amplifier eliminate any undesired

400-kc signal remaining from the balanced modu

lator. The harmonics of 400 kilocycles are very

high in comparison with the tuned circut output of

V602 and V603 and are filtered easily. In the 16.6-

to 34-kc signal, the second order harmonics would

fall within the range of the tuned output, so special

steps are taken to minimise their effect. One of

these Is to use this signal at a low level to modulate

the high-level 400-kc signal; therefore, any portion

of this signal that does pass through the amplifiers

is extremely weak. The outputs of the two are

made equal by balance control R603. This control

establishes a balance by varying the screen-grid

voltage applied to the tubes through dropping re

sistors R602 and R604. The screen-grid signals

are bypassed to ground by C607 and C608. Cathode

bias is developed by R601 and C606. The signal

developed in the primary of T603 is coupled to the

secondary and applied to the grid of buffer amplifier

V601 an isolation cathode follower. The secondary

is resonated by C611 and the response of the tank

circuit is broadened by R606.

b. Buffer Amplifier (fig. 14). Buffer amplifier

V601 isolates the modulator circuit from fluctua

tions in the following circuits and matches the out

put impedance to the cable that delivers the stand

ard basic frequency to the band-pass amplifier.

The output is taken from cathode resistor R608.

Plate and screen voltages for the buffer amplifier

are supplied through choke L601. The plate de

coupling circuit is formed by R607 and C612. Ad

ditional plate supply filtering for the balanced

modulator plate and screens is provided by C610.

43. Band-Pass Amplifier

The band-pass amplifier produces the amplified

standard basic frequency or its second or fourth

harmonic, depending on the RANGE switch set

ting. Band 1 consists of two amplifiers. Bands 2

and 3 each consist of one doubler and one amplifier.

a. Band 1 (fig. 15). The band 1 circuit consists

of V301 and V302. When the FUNCTION

SWITCH is in the FINE position, the 240-voIt

plate supply is connected to both tubes through the

filter composed of L301 and C314. When the

RANGE switch is at 10-21.7 MC, the plate voltage

is furnished to V301 through the primary of T301.

Screen-grid voltage for V301 is supplied through

dropping resistor R303 and the screen is bypassed

by C301B. Plate voltage for V302 is applied

through R307, R326, and peaking coil L312. The

screen voltage is taken from the junction of R307

and R326 and this point is bypassed to ground by

C313. The variable 416.6- to 434-kc standard basic

frequency from the balanced modulator is coupled

to J302 and applied to the grid of amplifier V301

through C340. Resistor R301 is the grid-return

resistor. Bias for this stage is developed across

cathode resistor R302 which is bypassed by C301A.

The output of V301 is coupled to the network Z301,

which consists of two double-tuned transformers

T301 and T302. The primary of T301 and capaci

tors C305, C304, and C303A form the plate load.

TAOO 101M-A, 8*pt.
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Capacitor C303 is the main tuning capacitor; its

four sections are gang-tuned. Capacitor C304 is a

trimmer for the first tuned circuit, and C305 is the

fixed tuning capacitor. The output is coupled to

the secondary of T301 which is tuned by main tun

ing capacitor C303B, trimmer C306, and fixed ca

pacitor C307. The output of the transformer second

ary is coupled to the primary of T302 which is

tuned by main tuning capacitor C303C, trimmer

C308, and fixed capacitor C302 ; and from this pri

mary to its secondary which is tuned by C303D,

trimmer C310, and fixed capacitor C311. Trimmer

C312 couples a small portion of the output from the

plate of V301 to the fourth tuned circuit. A volt

age divider in the plate circuit of V301, consisting

of R304 and R305, is used to provide a test voltage

at TP301. The output of the quadruple-tuned net

work is coupled through C341 to the grid of ampli

fier V302. The quadruple-tuned filter discriminates

strongly against the undesired frequencies, such as

the crystal oscillator, interpolation oscillator, and

their difference frequency, and other spurious modu

lation products which may appear at the input to

this stage. This discrimination is essential to pre

vent spurious beats in the rf tuner against both

the unknown and the desired standard basic fre

quency harmonic. The output, which is coupled

through C341 and R325 to V302, is thus sharply

tuned in favor of the selected standard basic fre

quency and is of approximately uniform amplitude

over the 17.4-kc tuning range. Power amplification

is provided by V302. Cathode bias is developed by

the parallel combination R308, R327, and C342.

The band switch connection increases the bias by

removing R327 from the circuit when band 2 or

3 is in use. The output is coupled by C315 to sec

tion 2 of S301. When the switch is in the 10-21.7

MC position, the output is connected to the band

1 circuit in the rf tuner through J303. For any other

position of the RANGE switch, the output is con

nected to the grid of V303 through the switch.

b. Band ft (fig. 16). When the RANGE switch

is turned from the 10-21.7 MC to the 21.7-46.7 MC

position, the 240-volt plate supply voltage is applied

to the band 2 circuit through section 3 of the switch.

The band 2 circuit is composed of doubler stage

V303 and amplifier stage V304. The output of the

band 1 circuit is applied through section 2 of switch

8301 to the grid of V303. Grid return is provided

by R309, and a test point is provided by TP302.

Stage V303 is cathode biased by R310 and C316A.

Plate and screen voltages are supplied through

decoupling network R313 and C316B. The quad

ruple-tuned network, Z302, produces a symmetrical

over-all response characteristic curve with steep

skirts and a relatively flat top centered at 850 kilo

cycles, which is the center of the band of second

harmonics of the standard basic frequency. The

result is that the second harmonic of the standard

basic frequency is passed, and both the fundamental

and third harmonics are attenuated by over 100

decibels (db) with increased attenuation for higher

order harmonics. The output of Z302 is coupled

to the triode-connected pentode buffer-amplifier

V304 through capacitor C346 and resistor R324.

The plate, screen grid, and suppressor grid are tied

together to plate load resistor R314. The output is

coupled from the plate through C323 to section 1 of

RANGE switch S301. When this switch is at 21.7-

46.7 MC, the output is connected to the band 2

circuit of the rf tuner through J304. When it is at

46.7-100 MC, the output is connected to the grid of

V305 through the switch. Test points are provided

in the plate circuit of doubler V303. The output of

V304 is coupled through C317 to test point TP303

and voltage divider R311 and R312. Test point

TP304 is at the junction of the voltage divider.

c. Band 5 (fig. 17). When the RANGE switch

is turned from the 21.7-46.7 MC position to the

46.7-100 MC position, the 240-volt plate supply

voltage is applied to the band 3 circuit, which con

sists of doubler V305 and amplifier V306. The out

put of the band 2 circuit is now disconnected from

the band 2 circuit of the rf tuner, and connected to

the grid (pin 1) of V305. The input voltage is

developed across R316. Cathode bias is developed

by R317 and C324A. Screen and plate voltages are

applied through resistor R320, which, with C324B

forms a decoupling network. The quadruple-tuned

network Z303 produces a symmetrical output curve

with steep skirts and a relatively flat top centered

at 1,700 kilocycles, which is the center of the band

of fourth harmonics of the standard basic frequency.

The result is that the fourth harmonic of the stand

ard basic frequency (second harmonic of the input

signal to this stage) is passed, and the other signals

present in this stage are attenuated 100 db or more.

The output of the network is coupled through C343,

and the voltage developed across grid resistor R323

is applied to the grid of output amplifier V306. This

stage provides both power gain and harmonic ac

centuation. Cathode bias is provided by R322 and

C344. The plate load resistor is R328. A decou

pling circuit is formed by R321 and C330. Screen
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Figure 18. Band-pass amplifier, band t, simplified schematic diagram.

voltage is supplied through dropping resistor R329

and the screen is kept at rf ground potential by

C345. The output is coupled by C331 through J305

to the band 3 circuit of the rf tuner. Test points

TP306 and TP307 are provided in the plate circuit,

and TP305 is located in the grid circuit of V305.

44. Audio Oscillator

(fig. 18)

a. Audio oscillator V105, a 6BN6 tube, is an

electron-coupled, relaxation oscillator whose pur

pose is to supply an 800 ± 300 cps signal to the

modulator when the FUNCTION SWITCH is in the

COARSE position.

b. In this circuit, the plate and quadrature grid

(pin 6) are tied together. Plate voltage is supplied

through R104. The accelerator grid (pin 5) is

operated at voltages considerably higher than aver

age. The accelerator and control grid (pin 2) are

coupled together through C105. A rise in accelerator

grid voltage is coupled to the control grid and

abruptly increases the total space current. The re

sultant increase in accelerator grid current produces

a higher voltage drop across load resistor R106,

which is fed back to the control grid. The grid volt

age, however, is still above the step value, so that

the total space current remains the same. When the

grid voltage decays to the step value, the total space

current is decreased abruptly, the accelerator volt

age rises, and the process repeats itself. The circuit

values are such that this cycle repeats itself 800

times a second, producing an 800-cycle saw-tooth

voltage across plate capacitor C104. The signal

voltage is coupled by C103 and R702 to the audio

modulator.

c. The audio modulator is of the absorption type

and modulates the rf input during COARSE opera

tion by means of the 800-cycle signal from the

audio oscillator. The 800-cycle signal is applied

through the low-pass filter (composed of C701,

L701, and C702) to the plates of parallel crystal

diodes CR701 and CR702. The filter removes the

high-frequency components of the saw tooth; this

results in a smoother 800-cycle signal and ap-
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proaches a sine wave in lorm. On the positive half-

cycles, the diodes conduct in proportion to the

applied voltage; therefore, they present a varying

resistance in series with R701A. If an unmodulated

rf signal is applied through input jack J702 to

R701A, an 800-cycle amplitude-modulation en

velope will be superimposed upon it. The ampli

tude of the rf signal may be adjusted by the

LEVEL control, which at the same time adjusts

the plate voltage of the rf tuner amplifiers at

R701B.

45. Rf Tuner

The rf tuner is divided into three separate ampli

fier-detector pairs ; each one is used on one of three

bands. The band 1 circuit is composed of V201 and

CR201; the band 2 circuit has V202A, V203A, and

CR202; and the band 3 circuit has V202B, V203B,

and CR203. Each band circuit consists of a tuned

rf amplifier, a harmonic generator, and a mixer or

detector for COARSE tuning to the frequency under

measurement.

a. Band 1 Circuit (fig. 19).

(1) An rf input signal is applied to the band 1

circuit when the FUNCTION SWITCH

is in the COARSE or FINE position, and

the RANGE switch is in the 10-21.7 MC

position. The signal under measurement

is applied through choke L205 and cou

pling capacitor C206 and is developed

across inductance L203 and cathode re

sistor R201. The stage is a grounded-grid

minimum noise circuit. Capacitor C205 is

in parallel with the series combination of

C204 and the plate-to-cathode interelec-

trode capacitor of V201A; this increases

the coupling that feeds the output of the

harmonic generator to J202 when the fre

quency meter is used as a signal generator.

Inductor L205 prevents the rf input on

the other bands from being attenuated

across the scries combination of 1.203,

R201, and C205. The plate is shunt fed

through the filter composed of L201, L202,

C201, C202, and C203. Plate voltage is

determined by the setting of the LEVEL

control through R701A. When the FUNC

TION SWITCH is operated in the

COARSE position, the rf input is modu

lated, and there is no standard basic fre

quency input at J202. The plate tank cir

cuit, which consists of C207A, C207B, and

L204, is tuned to the rf input frequency by

the COARSE control, which is geared to

C207A. When the circuit is tuned, the

modulation envelope which has been su

perimposed on the rf input will be de

tected by V201B, a low-level, grid-leak

detector. Detection is accomplished in the

grid circuit by R203 and C208. Plate volt

age is reduced to 30 volts by the drop

across resistors R204 and R205. The 800-

cycle audio output is taken from the top

of the low-pass filter (R205, C212, and

C213) and coupled through C209 to the

audio amplifier. Plate supply rf filtering

is provided by R217, C210, and C211.
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(2) When the FUNCTION SWITCH is turned

to the FINE position, the modulation is

removed from the rf input, and the stand

ard basic signal frequency is applied

through P303 across R202 and to harmonic

generator CR201. This crystal is operated

at the knee of its dc current-voltage

characteristic curve. The resultant har

monics are coupled to the tank circuit of

V201B through a tap on 1 .204. Since this

circuit has just been coarse tuned to the

rf input under measurement, it is also

tuned to the harmonic of the standard

basic frequency nearest to the input. The

hairline on the band 1 dial (yellow) indi

cates that harmonic number. Since there

is overlapping of the upper ranges of one

band with the lower ranges of another,

some of the upper harmonics are omitted

from each section of the COARSE tuning

dial. This simplifies the reading of the

COARSE tuning dial and the calibration

book. The 49th harmonic is omitted from

the band 1 dial. The input to the grid of

V201B is sharply tuned to the frequency

of the signal under measurement ; this also

selects the proper harmonic generated by

CR201. Mixing of the two signals takes

place at the grid of V201B. The frequency

difference between these two signals is

demodulated by V201B; all higher rf and

audio frequencies are eliminated by the

filter network in the plate circuit. As the

interpolation oscillator is tuned by the

FINE control, the standard basic fre

quency as applied to the crystal varies.

When the interpolation oscillator fre

quency preselected harmonic equals the rf

frequency, a zero-beat condition is ob

tained, as evidenced by the lack of audio

output, or more precisely, the zero-beat

indication on the TUNING METER.

Band 1 covers from the 24th to the 50th

harmonic of the standard basic frequency.

b. Band 2 (fig. 39). Plate power is removed from

the band 1 circuit and supplied to the band 2 cir

cuit when the RANGE switch is advanced to the

21.7-16.7 MC position (FUNCTION SWITCH in

the COARSE or FINE position). The circuit is

similar to the band 1 circuit and is tuned by the

C section of C207. The band 2 circuit output of

the band-pass amplifier is the second harmonic of

the standard basic frequency ; this output is applied

to harmonic generator CR202. The tank circuit of

V202A covers the range of the 64th to 108th har

monics of the standard basic frequency. The 98th

and 102nd harmonics of the second harmonic of the

basic frequency are omitted from the COARSE

tuning dial. The demodulated audio in the

COARSE position and the difference-frequency

audio in the FINE position are coupled through

C219 to the audio amplifier.

c. Band S (fig. 39). Plate power is removed from

the band 2 circuit and applied to the band 3 circuit

when the RANGE switch is advanced to the 46.7-

100 MC position (FUNCTION SWITCH in the

COARSE or FINE position) . The circuit is similar

to the band 2 circuit and is tuned by the E and G

sections of split-stator capacitor C207. The band

3 circuit output of the band-pass amplifier is the

fourth harmonic of the standard basic frequency,

and this is applied to harmonic generator CR203.

The tank circuit of V202B covers the range of the

112th to 232d harmonics of the standard basic fre

quency. The 196th, 204th, 212th, 220th, and 228th

harmonics are omitted from the dial. The demodu

lated audio in COARSE and the difference-fre

quency audio in FINE are coupled through C229 to

the audio amplifier.

46. Audio Amplifier

The audio amplifier is fed audio signals from

the rf tuner when the FUNCTION SWITCH is set

to COARSE or FINE or the audio output of the

check circuit is set to CHECK, and provides both

an audible and a visual output. It consists of first

audio amplifier V106, second audio amplifier V107,

meter and gate output V108>, and audio output

V108B.

a. First Audio Amplifier (fig. 20). Grid resistor

R108 is connected by the D section of FUNCTION

SWITCH S701 to the output of the rf tuner when

set at COARSE or FINE, and to the output of the

check circuit when set at CHECK. Fixed bias is

provided by a voltage divider (across the 150-volt

supply) consisting of Rill, R110, R107, and either

R704, R705, or R706, depending on the switch set

ting. The C section of S701 selects one of these

resistors as gain compensation for the difference in

input level, thus providing the same output level

in each function. Cathode resistor R107 is by

passed by C106A and the plate circuit is decoupled

by R110 and C106B. The plate and screen are tied

38
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Figure 19. Rf tuner, band 1, simplified schematic diagram.

together at plate load resistor R112 and bypassed

by C107. These impedances are such that the

bandwidth of the stage extends essentially from 0

to 1,100 cycles, peaked at 500 cycles. The output

is coupled through C109 and Rl 15 to the quadrature

grid of V107, and through C108 and R121 to V108A.

b. Meter and Gate Output Control (fig. 20).

Meter and gate output tube V108 is a voltage

amplifier that supplies an output voltage to the

TUNING METER 'and provides gating control to

the second audio amplifier. Cathode-bias resistor

R123 is left unbypassed and results in higher stage

stability. The output of V108A is developed across

plate load resistor R1I9 and is coupled through

C110 to the control grid circuit of V107, and through

CI 16 and potentiometer R703 (fig. 29) to front

TUNING METER. The meter includes a full-

wave crystal rectifier and is adjusted for proper

scale deflection by R703.

c. Second Audio Amplifier (fig. 20). Second audio

amplifier V107 uses a 6BN6 tube that provides

gating of the audio output to the headphones. The
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accelerator grid (pin 5) is supplied 95 volts through

R117, which is bypassed by C113. The limiter grid

(pin 2) is at ground potential in the absence of the

signal. Cathode bias is provided by R109 and

R116 and is adjusted by R116 to —3.5 volts, the

cutoff value. The audio output of first audio ampli

fier V106 is coupled through grid resistor R115 and

C109 to the quadrature grid (pin 6). No output

appears at the plate, however, until the limiter grid

is brought above cutoff by the signal coupled to it

from V108. This signal is rectified by half-wave

rectifier CR101. The resultant positive half-waves

are filtered by resistor R114 and capacitor Clll

and applied to the limiter grid, so that the limiter

grid is maintained at a few volts positive. Negative

feedback, needed to stabilize the stage, is provided

by leaving the cathode resistor unbypassed. The

action of R113, together with the large time con

stant of the grief circuit, requires that the output

of V108A is of sufficient amplitude and low enough

frequency to keep the gate open. The gating action

of the second stage results in the selection of true

responses and rejection of spurious signals and

noises. Capacitor CI 12 reduces the possibility of

oscillation. The output across plate load resistor

R118 is coupled through CI 14 and R120 to the

audio output stage.

d. Audio Output (fig. 20). The response of this

stage is made essentially uniform over the selected

frequency range by providing negative feedback

voltage from output transformer T102 through CI 15

to the top of cathode resistor R122. Plate voltage is

applied through the primary of output transformer

T102, and the output is developed across the pri

mary. The output voltage induced in the second

ary is connected to headphones through PHONE

jack J703.

47. Power Supply

POWER switch S702, when turned on, applies

input power to the primaries of power transformer

T101. The 110V-220V switch S101 connects the

two primaries in parallel for 1 10-volt operation and

in series for 220-volt operation. Fuses F701 and

F702 provide circuit protection.

a. Filament Supplies (fig. 39). The 6.4-volt fila

ment supply for the power supply chassis, which

includes the audio oscillator and audio amplifier, is

taken from secondary terminals 11 and 13. The

6.5-volt filament supply for the rest of the fre

quency meter is taken from secondary terminals

8 and 10.

b. +240-volt Supply (fig. 21). Secondary termi

nals 5 and 7 supply plate power to two full-wave

rectifiers, V101 and V102, connected in parallel for

greater current output. The pulsating output is

filtered by L101, C101, L102, and C102 and pro

duces -(-240 volts across bleeder R103.

c. +160-volt Supply (fig. 21). Voltage regulator

V103 is connected to the -f-240-volt supply through

series resistor R101. The tube maintains a con

stant 150-volt drop between its plate and cathode.

d. +108-volt Supply (fig. 21). The plate of volt

age regulator V104 is connected to the +240-volt

supply through series resistor R102. The tube

maintains a constant 108-volt drop between its

plate and cathode.
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CHAPTER 6

FIELD MAINTENANCE

Note. This chapter contains information for field maintenance. The amount of repair that ran be performed by units

having field maintenance responsibility is limited only by the tools and test equipment available and by the skill of the

repairman.

Section I. TROUBLESHOOTING AT FIELD MAINTENANCE LEVEL

Warning: Certain points located throughout the chassis of the frequency meter operate at volt

ages above 200 volts. Do not touch these points while power is being applied to the frequency meter.

Be very careful when handling or testing any part of the frequency meter while it is connected to the

power source.

48. Troubleshooting Procedures

a. General. The first step in servicing a defective

frequency meter is to sectionalize the fault. Sec-

tionalization means tracing the fault to the major (2)

component or circuit responsible for the abnormal

operation of the frequency meter. The second step

is to localize or trace the fault to the defective part

responsible for the abnormal condition. Some faults,

such as burned-out resistors and shorted trans

formers, often can be located by sight, smell, and (3)

hearing. The majority of faults, however, must be

localized by checking voltages and resistances.

6. Component Sectioi'alization and Localization.

Listed below is a group of tests arranged to simplify

and reduce unnecessary work and aid in tracing a

trouble to a specific component. The simple tests

are used first. Those that follow are more complex.

Follow the procedure in the sequence given. A (4)

serviceman must be careful to cause no further

damage to the frequency meter while it is being

serviced. In general, the trouble is traced to a sec- (5)

tion of the frequency meter, the faulty component

in that section is located, and the trouble is reme

died. The service procedure is summarized as fol

lows:

(1) Visual inspection. The purpose of visual

inspection is to locate any visible trouble. (6)

Through inspection alone, the repairman

frequently may discover the trouble or

determine the circuit in which the trouble

exists. This inspection is valuable in

avoiding damage to the frequency meter,

which might occur through improper serv

icing methods and in forestalling future

failures.

Resistance measurements. These measure

ments (par. 52) prevent further damage

to the frequency meter from possible short

circuits. Since this test gives an indica

tion of the condition of the filter circuits,

its function is more than preventive.

Operational test. The operational test is

important because it frequently indicates

the general location of trouble. In many

instances, the information gained will de

termine the exact nature of the fault. To

utilize this information fully, all symp

toms must be interpreted in relation to one

another.

Troubleshooting chart. The trouble symp

toms listed in this chart (par. 53) will aid

greatly in localizing trouble.

Signal substitution. Signal substitution

generally is not used for troubleshooting

in an item of test equipment. However,

if the proper signal generators are avail

able, it is possible to use signal substitu

tion to an advantage in some cases.

Intermittens. In all these tests, the pos

sibility of intermittent conditions should

not be overlooked. If present, this type

of trouble often may be made to reappear

by tapping or jarring the equipment. It is

possible that some external connection may
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cause trouble. Test wiring for loose con

nections; move wires and components with

an insulated tool, such as a fiber rod. This

may show where a faulty connection or

component is located.

49. Troubleshooting Data

Caution: Always check the circuit label, because

the schematic diagram in the manual may not in

clude circuit changes made during equipment pro

duction. Take advantage of the material supplied

in this manual. It will help in the rapid location

of faults. Consult the following troubleshooting

data:

FU No. Title

28

33

27

38

22

31

35

36

37

23

24

25

34

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, location of parts, top

view.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, band-pass amplifier,

location of parts, bottom view.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, rf tuner, location of

parts, top view.

Frequency Meter FR-6/U, rf tuner, location of

parts, bottom view.

Frequency Meter FR-6/U, power supply, location

of parts, top view.

Frequency Meter FR-^5/U, power supply, location

of parts, bottom view.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, interpolation oscillator,

location of parts, bottom view.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, balanced modulator,

location of parts, bottom view.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, crystal oscillator, loca

tion of parts, bottom view.

Tube socket voltage and resistance diagram, with

FUNCTION SWITCH in COARSE position.

Tube socket voltage and resistance diagram, with

FUNCTION SWITCH in FINE position.

Tube socket voltage and resistance diagram, with

FUNCTION SWITCH in CHECK position.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, wave forms.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, complete schematic

diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, main frame wiring and

interconnection diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, power supply, wiring

diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, rf tuner, wiring diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, band-pass amplifier,

wiring diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-6/U, interpolation oscillator,

wiring diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-5/U, crystal oscillator, wiring

diagram.

Frequency Meter FR-^5/U, balanced modulator,

47

48

wiring diagram.

Resistor color codes.

Capacitor color codes.

50. Tost Equipment Required for Trouble

shooting

a. The test equipment listed in the following

chart and the demodulator probe (6 below) are

required for troubleshooting Frequency Meter

FR-5/U:

Item Common name References

Radio Receiver Receiver TM 11-855

R-389/URR.

Frequency Meter Calibrator set Applicable

Calibrator Set literature

AN/URM-18.

Signal Generator Sweep generator TM 11-2642

TS-465/U.

Oscilloscope Oscilloscope TM 11-1214

OS-8A/U.

Rf Signal Generator Signal generator TM 11 -555IB

Set AN/URM-25B.

Frequency Meter Frequency meter Applicable

AN/URM-79. standard. literature

Electronic Multimeter Multimeter TM 11-5511

TS-505/U.

Pad, 30-db

Cord CG-409/U. Rf cable

T-Junction Connector T-connector

UG-274/U.

b. A demodulator probe (detector) is required

for a number of tests. The detector may be built

easily by following the diagram in figure 32. Ma

terials used in the construction of the demodulator

probe are listed below.

Component Description

Rl I0K ohms, *A w

68K ohms, )4 w

33K ohms, H w

Germanium crystal

3,000 uuf, mica

R2

R3

CR1

CI

51. General Precautions

Observe the precautions given below very care

fully whenever servicing the frequency meter:

Sole. To remove a subchassis, loosen the retaining screws

and disconnect the electrical plugs. These screws are painted

black. To remove the subchassis cover, remove the screws

that have black rings stenciled around them.

a. Be careful when the frequency meter is re

moved from the dust cover; dangerous voltages are

exposed.

b. If the frequency meter has been operating for

some time, use a cloth to remove the metal tube
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shields and a tube puller to remove the tubes; this

prevents burning the hand or fingers.

c. When servicing the front end, do not disburb

the placement of parts, and be careful not to bend

the tuning capacitor plates. This could cause a

short circuit or a change of alinement.

d. Do not overtighten screws when assembling

mechanical couplings.

e. When changing a component that is held by

screws, always replace the lockwashers.

/. Careless replacement of parts often leads to

new faults. Note the following points:

( 1 ) Before a part is unsoldered, note the posi

tion of the leads. If the part has a num

ber of connections, such as a power trans

former, tag each lead.

(2) Be careful not to damage other leads by

pushing or pulling them out of the way.

(3) Use a small, rather than a large, solder

ing iron when soldering small resistors or

ceramic capacitors. Overheating of the

small parts may ruin or change the value

of the component.

(4) Do not allow drops of solder to fall into

parts of the chassis because they may

cause short circuits.

(5) A carelessly soldered connection may

create new faults. It is very important to

make well-soldered joints because a poorly

soldered joint is one of the most difficult

faults to find.

 

Figure i2. Frequency Meter FR~5 V. power supply, location of parts, top view.
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(6) When a part is replaced in a high-fre

quency circuit, place it exactly in the posi

tion occupied by the original part. A part

that has the same electrical value but

different physical size may cause trouble

in high-frequency circuits. Give particular

attention to proper grounding when re

placing a part; use the same ground as in

the original wiring. Failure to observe

these precautions may result in decreased

output or parasitic oscillations.

(7) Do not disturb any of the alinement ad

justments unless it definitely has been de

termined that the trouble is caused by mis-

alinement.

52. Checking B+ Circuits for Shorts

(figs. 21 and 22)

a. At the output of the filter section of the power

supply, the B+ voltages are distributed to the vari

ous subchassis located within the equipment. If

the B+ voltages indicate a low reading, it is likely

that the trouble lies in the power supply circuit.

This may be caused by a faulty rectifier tube or

voltage regulator tube, an open filter choke, or a

shorted filter capacitor. When the defect that causes

an abnormal B-f voltage condition is in some other

circuit, it probably will show up only by removing

the defective subchassis, allowing B+ to be restored

to its full value. The methods to be used for check

ing and correcting the circuits are outlined in b

and c below. Refer to the overall schematic dia

gram (fig. 39) and the voltage and resistance meas

urements (figs. 23, 24, and 25).

b. A trouble in any circuit will be noticed when

following the operating procedures in paragraphs

15 through 20. These troubles will be indicated in

the equipment performance check list (par. 38).

Normally, using this procedure will narrow down

the location to a section of the frequency meter or,

perhaps, even to one particular stage. Sometimes,

if the B+ circuit is shorted at the decoupling net

work of one stage, it may drop the voltage so that

several stages are affected.

c. The following chart gives the points at which

the 240-volt, 150-volt, and 180-volt B-f- circuits

may be checked. Refer to the voltage measure

ments in figures 23, 24, and 25 for the actual values

to be found at these points.

Note. FUNCTION SWITCH must be in the FINE

position.

B + check pointe

Chunk Tube or jack pin No.

240-volt circuit

Power supply J101-4

V-108-6

Ban-pass amplifier: J301-4

All bands V301-5

All bands V302-6

Bands 2 and 3 V303-5

Bands 2 and 3 V304-5

Band 3 only V305-5

Band 3 only V306-5

Balanced modulator J601-6

V601-5

V602-5

150-volt circuit

V603-5

Power supply J102-4

V106-5

Rf tuner: J201-15

J201-7

Band 1 only V201-6

Band 2 only V202-1

Band 3 only V203-6

108-volt circuit

Crystal oscillator J601-4

V501-6

V502-6

V503-6

V604-6

53. Troubleshooting Chart

The following chart is supplied as an aid in

locating trouble in the frequency meter. It lists

the symptoms which the repairman observes, either

visually or audibly, while making a few simple

tests. The chart also indicates how to localize

trouble quickly to a subchassis. After the trouble

has been localized to a stage or circuit, a tube check

and voltage and resistance measurments of this

stage or circuit ordinarily should be sufficient to

isolate the defective parts. Normal voltage and

resistance readings are given on figures 23, 24, and

25.
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Symptom Probable trouble Correction

1. No film light when POWER switch

is turned on.

Defective lamp I 704, and/or I 705. Replace defective lamp.

2. No coarse tuning dial light when

POWER switch is turned on.

Defective lamp I 701, 1 702, or I 703. Replace defective lamp.

3. Frequency meter inoperative. Open fuses F701 and/or F702. See item 4.

Failure of filament and/or one or more

B+ supplies.

Refer to items 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Plug P701 not connected to power

source.

Connect plug P701 to power source.

4 Blown fuses F701 and F702. Shorted filter capacitors. Replace defective capacitors.

Shorted or overloaded filament circuits. Check T101 secondary windings. If ab

normal, check winding, then individual

filament circuits. Replace defective

components.

Shorted or overloaded B + circuits. Check T101 hv secondary winding. If

abnormal, check B+ circuits. Check

filter capacitors C101 and C102. Re

place defective component.

5. Low 240-volt circuit voltages. Defective tubes V101 and V102. Replace defective tubes.

Defective filter capacitors C101 and

C102.

Replace defective capacitor.

6. Low 150-volt circuit voltages. Defective tube V103. Replace V103

Low 240-volt supply. See item 5.

7. Low 108-volt circuit voltages. Defective tube V104. Replace V 104.

Low 240-volt supply. See item 5.

8. Weak or no audio tone in COARSE

operation although normal in

FINE or CHECK.

Defective tube V105. Replace V105.

Defective crystals CR701, CR702. Replace defective crystal.

9. Weak or no audio tone in FINE oper

ation, although normal in

COARSE.

Defective interpolation oscillator. Replace defective tubes. Make voltage

and resistance measurements. If fault

is found, replace entire subchaasis.

Defective crystal oscillator and/or fre

quency dividers.

Refer to item 13.

Defective balanced modulator. Refer to item 15.

Defective band pass amplifier. Refer to items 16 and 17.

10.

11.

Weak or no audio tone in CHECK

operation although normal in

FINE.

Defective check circuit.

Defective balanced modulator.

Defective band-pass amplifier.

Refer to item 18.

Refer to item 15.

Refer to items 16 and 17.

Audio tone normal in CHECK oper

ation but not in COARSE or

FINE.
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Symptom

12. No audio tone obtainable at PHONE

jack.

18. Crystal oscillator not producing a

stable 3.6-mc signal.

14. Frequency dividers do not produce a

stable 400-kc signal.

15. Balanced modulator output is low

and/or contains modulation prod

ucts other than the sum fre

quency.

16. Band-pass amplifier output is low on

one or more bands.

17. Band-pass amplifier output is modu

lated.

Probable trouble

18. Check circuit output is low.

19. Audio amplifier output is low.

Audio amplifier defective.

B-f circuits defective.

Aging of crystal.

Defective tubes V501 and V502.

Crystal oscillator circuits out of aline-

ment.

Defective circuit component.

Defective networks Z502 and Z503.

Defective tubes V503 and V504.

Input circuit and/or output circuit out

of alinement.

Input voltage is low.

Band-pass amplifier out of alinement

on one or more bands.

Defective tubes V301, V302, V303,

V304, V305, and V306.

On band 1 only: presence of crystal

oscillator frequency and/or interpo

lation oscillator harmonics at V302

input.

On band 2 only: presence of standard

basic frequency at input to V304.

On band 3 only: presence of second

harmonic of standard basic frequency

at input to V306.

On more than one band : more than one

band circuit mistuned.

Defective tube V506.

Network Z503 is mistuned.

Crystal CR501 is defective.

Defective tubes V106, V107, and V108.

Defective crystal CR101

Correction

Refer to item 19.

Refer to items 5, 6, and 7.

Compensate as instructed in paragraph

68a. If V50l and V502 are normal, but

proper output cannot be obtained or

output is erratic, replace crystal oven

unit.

Replace defective tube or tubes.

Aline as instructed in paragraphs 68a and

68c.

Check voltage and resistance values and

replace defective components.

Check networks as instructed in para

graph 74.

Replace defective tubes.

Aline as instructed in paragraph 67.

Refer to item 15.

Aline as instructed in paragraph 666.

Replace defective tubes.

Aline hand 1 as instructed in paragraph

666(1).

Aline band 2 as instructed in paragraph

666(4).

Aline band 3 as instructed in paragraph

666(5).

Aline all faulty bands in numerical order.

Replace V506.

Aline as instructed in paragraph 68.

Replace Z504.

Replace defective tubes.

Replace crystal CR101.
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Hymptom Probable trouble Correction

Tube V107 is overbiased. Turn R116 counterclockwise until the

proper voltage is obtained at pin 1.

Pass band has shifted upwards. Check pass band as instructed in para

graph 76.

20. Appreciable noise, hum, or other

audio output besides desired re

sponses.

Tube V107 is underbiased. Turn R116 clockwise until proper voltage

is obtained at pin 1.

Pass band has shifted upwards. See item 19, above.

54. Reference Symbol Numbers

The following chart lists the reference symbol

number series and the subassemblies with which

the reference symbol numbers are associated:

Transformer or eoU Terminate

Band-pass amplifier

Reference symbol

number series
Subchaseis

100 Power supply

200 Rf tuner

300 Band-pass amplifier

400 Interpolation oscillator

500 Crystal oscillator

600 Balanced modulator

700 Main frame

55. Dc Resistance of Transformers and Coils

T101 1-2 4.165

3-4 4.427

5-6 77.9

6-7 81.7

8-9 0

9-10 0

11-12 0

12-13 0

L101 1-2 115

L102 1-2 115

T102 1-2 1,400

3-4 190

L201 20

L202 8.5

L203 0

L204 0

L205 1

L206 20

L207 6

L208 0

L209 0

L210 200

L211 1

L212 0

L214 0

Ohms

L801 0

L802 0

L303 0

L304 0

L305 0

Z301 1-2 2.6

3-grd 2

4-grd' 2

Z802 1-2

7-8

5-4

Z308 8-4

1-2

7-8 25

8-3 25

5-4 5

L501 .8

L501A 1.2

L501B 2

L502 6

L701 8

T502A 8.5

T502B 1

T601 1-2 5.75

T602 3-4 12:25

Z602 2-4 5

3-4 5

L601 20

L602A 0

L602B 0

Transformer or coil Terminate Ohms

Power supply

Interpolation oscillator

L401

L402

Crystal oscillator

Rf tuner

Balanced modulator

0

40
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Section II. REPAIRS

56. Replacement of Parts

a. For the most part, the components of Fre

quency Meter FR-5/U are readily accessible and

can be replaced easily if found to be faulty.

6. If any of the switch wafers requires replace

ment, tag the wires connected to the wafer to avoid

misconnection when the new switch is installed.

Follow this practice wherever replacement requires

the disconnection of numerous wires.

57. Removal and Replacement of Film

Mechanism

Caution: Be very careful when removing and re

placing the film mechanism to prevent damage by

projections from the main frame.

a. The film mechanism, mounted in the center

of the equipment lower deck (fig. 29), is composed

of two film reels and a gear assembly. The FINE

control on the front panel is linked mechanically to

the gear assembly. The film mechanism is set at

the factory with precision equipment ; be very care

ful to prevent damage to the alinement of the

mechanism.

(1) Remove the drive belt from the interpola

tion oscillator large gear wheel (fig. 28) .

(2) Remove the four retaining screws located

on the bottom of the main frame hold

ing the film mechanism.

(3) Loosen the two setscrews on the terminal

block on the rear of the main frame and

disconnect the two film light wires (fig.

29).

(4) Lift the film mechanism out through the

rear of the main frame.

58. Disassembly and Reassembly of Film

Mechanism

a. Remove the film mechanism as described in

paragraph 57. Disassembly is performed as follows

(fig. 26) :

(1) Loosen the associated setscrews and re

move the knob (1); then remove the fre

quency meter subassembly (2) from the

front panel.

(2) Loosen the setscrews and remove the pul

ley (3).

(3) Remove the attaching screws and remove

the film drive (4) from the frequency

meter subassembly (2).
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(4) Remove the attaching shoulder screw (5)

and remove the lever assembly (6), pin

(7), and spring (8).

(5) Loosen the setscrews and remove the cam

(9) from the spur gear (11).

(6) Remove the shoulder screw (10) and re

move the spur gear (11). Remove the

attaching shoulder screws (12) and lever

stop (13) from the drive assembly.

(7) Remove the Bpring (14) and. the grooved

pin (15).

(8) Remove the retainer ring (16) and the

shaft (17).

(9) From the gear and shaft assembly, dis

assemble the worm gear (18), the ball

bearing (19) and the gear (20). Extract

the ball bearing (21).

(10) Remove the screw (22) from the film

frame (23).

(11) Loosen the setscrews on the sprocket wheel

(25) and remove the gear and shaft as

sembly (24).

(12) Remove the spacers (26 and 28) and the

bearing (27)

(13) Remove the shaft (29) and the spring (30)

from the roller lever assembly (31).

(14) Remove the attaching screws and the front

window assembly (33) and the frame as

sembly (35). Remove the window (34).

(15) Remove the spring washers and the shaft

(36) and the film roller (37^.

(16) Remove the belt (38).

(17) Loosen the two setscrews and remove the

pulley and flange assembly (39).

(18) Remove the spring washer and the shaft

(40) and the film reel (41k

(19) Loosen the setscrews «nd rerm>c the cover

(42), and the spiral torsion spring (43)

from the pulley and flange assembly (44).

(20) Remove the spring waslier and the shaft

(45).

(21) Remove the film reel (46).

(22) Remove the frames (47) by knocking

them out with a punc:..

(23) Remove the attaching screws and then

the bezel (48) from the front panel.

(24) Remove the hood assembly (49) and the

lens (50).

(25) Remove the terminal (51), the lamp holder

(52), and the incandescent lamp (53).
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b. To reassemble the film mechanism, follow the

disassembly procedure in reverse order.

c. To replace the film mechanism within the

main frame, proceed as follows:

(1) Turn the film strip by hand to its low end

so that 00 416600 appears in the slot.

(2) Turn the COARSE tuning control to its

counterclockwise extreme (lowest num

bers on COARSE tuning dial).

(3) Replace the film mechanism in the main

frame (fig. 29) and tighten the four re

taining screws.

Caution: Do not touch capacitor C410.

This adjustment is extremely critical. Any

movement of this capacitor will change the

entire calibration of the equipment. This

is a factory adjustment only.

(4) With the CHECK control, set capacitor

C402 at half mesh.

(5) With the large gear wheel on the side of

the interpolation oscillator (fig. 28), set

the large tuning capacitor (C403) to full

mesh.

i6> With the gear wheel on the capacitor C303

shaft on the bandpass amplifier (fig. 28),

set C303 to full mesh.

(7) Hook up the rubber drive belts (fig. 28) ;

be careful to maintain the capacitor set

tings of the previous steps.

(8) Turn the FUNCTION SWITCH to

CHECK.

(9i Turn the FINE tuning control clockwise

until the TUNING METER indicates sero

beat. This should occur at the first check

point on the film strip. If it occurs only

slightly off this point, proceed to the in

structions in (11) below. If it occurs more

than two readings away from the check

point, proceed to the instructions in (12)

below.

(10) Center the check point in the window and

adjust the CHECK control so that the

zero beat is again indicated. Proceed to

(12) below.

(11) Remove the rubber drive belt from the

film mechanism (fig. 28) and turn the film

shaft so that the check point is centered

in the window ; then replace the drive belt.

If the sero beat does not occur exactly at

the check point, proceed as in (10) above.

(12) Turn the FINE tuning control clockwise

and calibrate the film strip at each of the

four succeeding check points as in (11)

above. The film mechanism is now re

placed and realined.

59. Removal and Replacement of Crystal

Oscillator

a. The crystal oscillator subassembly is mounted

on the left-hand side of the top deck (fig. 28) , and

contains a crystal unit inclosed in a temperature-

controlled oven. To the rear of the oven are two

frequency-divider circuits and the interpolation

oscillator check circuit. To replace any part located

on the underside of the crystal oscillator subchassis,

first remove the subchassis from the top deck.
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JVmm

knob

frcouenry meter iiubaMcmbly

pulley

ilrive, Kim

shoulder serew

lever a*aembly

pin

spring

ram

shoulder screw

Kcar, spur

shoulder screw

lever stop

spring

grooved pin

retainer ring

shaft

worm gear

ball bearing

gear

ball bearing

screw

film frume

gear and shaft assembly

sprocket wheel

spacer

bearing

H'ftrence Rtftrtn,

&vmbol lira Aram* mnhti

O701 28 spacer

shaft0831 29 0837

0832 30 spring 0805

0833 31 lever assembly, roller 0838

33 front window assembly

0834 34 window H802

35 frame assembly

0836 36 shaft 0840

O804 37 roller, film O810

38 belt 0811

0803 39 pulley and flange assembly 0841

40 shaft 0843

41 reel, film 0839

42 cover

43 spring, spiral torsion 0843

0835 44 pulley and flange assembly 0844

45 shaft

46 reel, film 0839

0813 47 frame A803

0816
48 bezel 0733

49 hood assembly

50 lens

0836 51 terminal

52 lamp holder X1704

0823 53 lamp, incandescent 1704
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(1) Remove the front panel rf jack J702 by

taking out the four retaining screws.

(2) Pull out P602 from J602 (fig. 28).

(3) Pull out P501 from J501 (fig. 28).

(4) Remove the four retaining screws, two on

each long side of the subchassis.

(5) The crystal oscillator subchassis can now

be removed.

6. To replace and firmly secure the crystal

oscillator subchassis to the main frame proceed as

follows:

(1) Place the crystal oscillator in the main

frame.

(2) Replace the four retaining screws.

(3) Replace the front panel rf jack J 702.

(4) Reconnect P602 to J602.

(5) Reconnect P501 to J501.

60. Removal, Replacement, and Disassem

bly of Rf Tuner and Drive Assembly

a. The rf tuner subassembly (fig. 27) is mounted

on the right side of the main frame and consists

of three similar circuits, one for each of the three

bands. A four-gang variable capacitor, mounted on

the top of the chassis, is adjusted by the COARSE

tuning control. All circuit adjustments are located

at the side of the variable capacitor and can be

adjusted from the top of the chassis, or bottom

of the main frame. To replace any of the com

ponents located on the bottom of the chassis, the

subassembly must be removed from the main frame.

Three coaxial cables and one coaxial jack inter

connect the associated portions of the equipment

with the rf tuner.

(1) Turn the FINE tuning control to 00

416000.

 

TM VJ95 ?5

Figure 27. Frequency Meier FR-6/U, rj tuner, location of partt, top view.
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(2) Turn the COARSE tuning control to its

extreme clockwise position.

(3) Remove plug P201 from J201.

(4) Loosen the setscrews holding the coupling

unit to the main shaft of the four-gang

variable capacitor.

(5) Disconnect the four coaxial cables.

(6) Pull the coaxial cable through the opening

in the top of the chassis.

(7) Remove the four retaining screws, one lo

cated in each corner.

(8) Holding the tuner with one hand, move

it horizontally until the shaft clears the

coupling; be careful not to damage the

shaft. The rf tuner can now be removed

from the chassis.

b. When the rf tuner is removed as described

above, the drive assembly can be disassembled. Re

fer to figure 30 and proceed as follows:

( 1 ) Remove the bezel ( 1 ) by removing its at

taching screws.

(2) Remove the bezel glass (2).

(3) Loosen the set screws and remove the

knob (3).

(4) Remove the dial control (4) from the

front panel by removing its attaching

screws.

TP304 tpjoj T-' ■ 0 ' .. . K>S VJ06 TOJ05 M7Q. ZJ05
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Figure 18. Frequency Meter FR-S/U, location of parts, top view.
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Figure 19. Frequency Meter FRS/U, location of parts, rear mew.

(5) Unlock and remove the helical extension

spring (5).

(6) Remove the screws (6, 8, and 9) and the

selector guides (7).

(7) Remove the frequency channel indicator

(10).

(8) Loosen the setscrews and remove the flex

ible coupling (11).

(9) Loosen the setscrews and remove the shaft

(12) and the gears (13 and 14). Remove

the spring (15).

(10) Loosen the set screws and remove the spur

gear (16).

rtem
Name

1

2

3

4

bezel

bezel glass

knob

dial control

5 spring, helical extension

8 screw

7 guide, selector

8 screw

9

10

11

I2

screw

indicator, frequency channel

flexible coupling

shaft

I3

14

15

gear

gear

spring

Reference

symbol Iiem Name

O701 16 gear, spur

H705 17 dial, control

0703 18 guide assembly

0704 19 window

0705 20 window

21 window

0706 22 collar hub

23 gear and shaft assembly

24 spacer

25 bearing

26 bearing

27 dial assembly

28 lamp holder assembly

29 lamp holder

54

Reference

symbol

O702

O708

A702

H702

H704

H703

0709

A701

XI701
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Figure 30. Rf tuner drive assembly, exploded view.
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(11) Remove the control dial (17).

(12) Remove the guide assembly (18).

(13) Remove the windows (19, 20, and 21).

(14) Loosen the setscrews and remove the collar

hub (22).

(15) Remove the gear and shaft assembly (23)

and the spacer (24).

(16) Remove the bearings (25 and 26) with a

suitable bearing puller from the dial as

sembly (21).

(17) Remove the lamp holder assembly (28)

from the dial assembly (4).

(18) Remove the attaching screws and remove

each of the three lamp holders (29).

c. Reassemble the rf tuner drive assembly in the

reverse order of disassembly.

d. To replace the rf tuner on the chassis, proceed

as follows:

(1) Fit the main shaft into the mechanical

coupling between the two shafts. Be sure

that the main tuning capacitor is fully

meshed.

(2) Replace the four retaining screws.

(3) Reconnect the four coaxial cables. The

rf tuner is now secured to the chassis.

61. Removal and Replacement of Power

Supply

a. The power supply subassembly (figs. 22 and

31) contains, in addition to the power supply, an

audio oscillator and an audio amplifier. The power

supply chassis is mounted on the lefthand side of

the equipment, between the upper and lower decks.

The- subassembly is mounted so that all pluck-out

parts are readily accessible from the side of the

chassis.

(1) Remove plug P101 from J 101.

(2) Remove plug P102 from J102.

(3.1 Remove the eight retaining screws, four

located on each long side.

(4) Lift out the power supply.

b. To replace and securely mount and connect

the power supply on the chassis, proceed as follows:

(1 ) Set the power supply in position and secure

it with the eight retaining screws.

(2) Reconnect plug PlOl to J 101.

(3) Reconnect plug P102 to J102.

62. Removal and Replacement of the Band

pass Amplifier

a. This subassembly, located on the top deck of

the main frame (fig. 28), consists of three circuits,

each designed to pass a selected frequency. The fre

quency passed is determined by the setting of the

RANGE control. Most trimmers and adjusting

screws are located on top of the band-pass amplifier

chassis. To test or remove any component located

on the bottom of the chassis, the subassembly must

be removed from the main frame. Four screws

secure the subassembly to the main frame. A

coaxial cable interconnects the band-pass ampli-

CiOZ SiOi JiOl Si!6 *"09 Rn» . > 0 w 4 0".

-
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Figure 31. Frequency Meter FR-6/U, power supply, location of parts, bottom view.
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fier subassembly with the balanced modulator. The

FINE tuning control tunes the first band-pass cir

cuit through a gear- and belt-driven assembly,

which also tunes the interpolation oscillator circuits.

(1) Remove the belt from the pulley.

(2) Remove plug P301 from J301.

(3) Disconnect the four coaxial cables.

(4) Remove the four retaining screws, one

located in each corner.

(5) Lift out the band-pass amplifier chassis;

be careful not to damage the TUNING

METER.

b To replace and secure the band-pass amplifier

to the chassis, proceed as follows:

(1) Position the band-pass amplifier in the

main frame.

(2) Replace the four retaining screws.

(3) Turn the FINE control so that 00 416000

appears in the film window.

(4) Turn the plates of tuning capacitor C303

to exactly full mesh.

(5) Replace the drive belt on the capacitor

shaft.

(6) Reconnect plug P301 to J301.

(7) Reconnect the four coaxial cables.

63. Removal and Replacement of Interpola

tion Oscillator

a. This subassembly, mounted in the front right

corner of the top deck (fig. 28) of the main frame,

is tuned by the FINE and CHECK controls. All

critical components affected by humidity are lo

cated within the hermetically sealed unit, Z401.

Power and all control voltages are supplied through

jack J401, located on the rear of the chassis.

(1) Remove the CHECK control by loosen

ing the two setscrews.

(2) Remove the rubber belt between the in

terpolation oscillator and variable capac

itor C303 on the band-pass amplifier

subassembly.

(3) Remove the rubber belt between the film

drive and the large gear on the interpola

tion oscillator.

(4) Remove plug P401 from J401.

(5) Remove the three retaining screws.

(6) Lift the interpolation oscillator off the

main frame.

b. To replace the interpolation oscillator subas

sembly, proceed as follows:

(1) Place the interpolation oscillator on the

main frame.

(2) Replace the three retaining screws.

(3) Turn the FINE control so that 00 416000

is centered in the film window.

(4) Turn the COARSE control to its counter

clockwise extreme (lowest numbers on the

COARSE tuning dial).

(5) Replace the rubber drive belt on the large

gear wheel that drives C403.

(6) Turn the rotor of capacitor C303 to ex

actly full mesh.

(7) Replace the rubber drive belt on the shaft

of C303.

(8) Reconnect P401 to J401.

(9) Recalibrate the interpolation oscillator to

the film strip as instructed in paragraph

58c.

64. Removal and Replacement of Balanced

Modulator

a. The balanced modulator subassembly is

mounted in the right rear corner of the top deck

(fig. 28). For proper alincment of the circuits,

the chassis must be removed from the top deck.

(1) Disconnect P601 from J601.

(2) Disconnect P602 from .1602.

(3) Disconnect P302 from J302.

(4) Remove the four retaining screws, one lo

cated in each corner.

(5) Carefully lift the balanced modulator from

the chassis.

b. To replace, connect, and mount the balanced

modulator chassis, proceed as follows:

(1) Place the balanced-modulator chassis on

the main frame.

(2) Replace the four retaining screws.

(3) Reconnect P601 to J601.

(4) Reconnect P302 to .1302.

(5) Reconnect P602 to J602.

Section III. CALIBRATION AND ALINEMENT

65. Test Equipment Required for Calibra

tion and Alinement

The items of test equipment required for the

calibration and alincment of Frequency Meter FR-

5/U are the same as those used for troubleshooting

(par. 50).
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TM 9093-SO

Figure 31. Recommended demodulator schematic diagram.

66. Band-Pass Amplifier

a. Overall Check. To determine whether aline-

ment of the band-pass amplifier is necessary, per

form the following overall check. First, place the

frequency meter into operation, allow a warmup pe

riod of at least 5 minutes, and set the FUNCTION

SWITCH to FINE.

(1) Set the RANGE switch to 10-21.7 MC.

(a) Connect the multimeter to output jack

J303 on the band-pass amplifier; use

a cable 4 inches long.

(6) Tune the interpolation oscillator FINE

tuning control over the entire range;

watch the multimeter indication,

(c) The multimeter should not read less

than 75 volts at any frequency.

(2) Set the RANGE switch to 21.7-46.7 MC.

(a) Remove the multimeter from J303 and

connect it to jack J304.

(6) Tune the interpolation oscillator FINE

tuning control over the entire range,

(r) The multimeter should not read less than

35 volts at any frequency.

(3) Set the RANGE switch to 46.7-100 MC.

(a) Remove the multimeter from J304 and

connect it to .1305.

(6) Tune the interpolation oscillator FINE

tuning control over the entire range,

(c) The multimeter should not read less than

25 volts at any frequency.

Note. If band 1 fails to meet the above require

ments, check the input voltage at jack J302.

The minimum signal input voltage reading should

be 5 volts. If any range fails to meet the above

requirements, replace the tubes used in that band

and repeat the test check. If the output still

fails to meet the requirements, alinement is re

quired. Follow the procedure outlined in b below

for alinement of the band-pass amplifier.

b. Band-Pass Amplifier Alinement. The proce

dure for alinement of the band-pass amplifier on all

three ranges of operation is given below. The test

equipment required for alinement is listed in para

graph 65. In addition, the following components

are necessary: Nonmetallic alinement screw driver;

1,000-ohm resistor, 1 watt.

(1) Alinement of RANGE 10-H1.7 MC. The

following steps are used when alining

Z301 on band 1. Before proceeding, set

variable capacitor C303 (fig. 28) to the

center of the capacitor range,

(a) Set the POWER switch to the on posi

tion.

Set the RANGE switch to 10-21.7 MC.

Connect the 1,000-ohm resistor in series

with the signal (marker) generator and

J302 (fig. 33).

Connect the sweep generator output to

J302. Connect the sweep signal from

the sweep generator to the horizontal in

put of the oscilloscope.

Connect the demodulator probe to

TP301 (fig. 28) and the output of the

demodulator to the vertical input of the

oscilloscope.

Set the signal generator at 425.2 kc.

Check with a frequency meter standard

and make corrections if necessary.

(g) Set the sweep generator to its center fre

quency of 425.2 kc using a ±15-kc

sweep width.

Short terminal 7 of Z301 (fig. 33) or the

stator of C303B to ground.

Tune C304 (fig. 28) to maximum output

at the marker frequency. See A, figure

34 for a typical curve.

Remove the short as indicated in (h)

above and short terminal 8 of Z301 (fig.

28) or the stator of C303C to ground.

Tune C306 (fig. 28) to dip at the signal

generator frequency. See B, figure 34

for a typical curve.

Remove the short indicated in (;) above

and short the C303B stator or pin 3 of

(b)

(c)

id)

(«)

(/)

(h)

(i)

(;)

(k)

(I)
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Z301 (fig. 28) to ground. Adjust C308

to maximum amplitude at the signal

generator frequency. See C, figure 34

for a typical curve.

(m) Remove the short indicated in (I) above

and adjust C310 for a dip at the signal

generator frequency. See D, figure 34

for a typical curve.

(n) Remove the demodulator probe from

TP301 and connect it to J303 (fig. 33) .

(o) Vary the capacitance of C304 and C310

(fig. 28), if required, to produce a sym

metrical response about the signal gen

erator frequency. See E, figure 34 for a

typical curve.

Caution: Be very careful to avoid dis

turbing variable capacitor C303 during

these adjustments.

(2) Alinement check procedure for ZS01. After

alining Z301, follow the test procedure be

low to determine whether it has been

adjusted correctly.

(a) Connect the signal generator between

J302 (fig. 33) and ground.

(b) Connect 4 inches of RG-58/U coaxial

cable from J303 (fig. 33) to the rf volt

meter.

(c) Tune the signal generator through the

range of 416.6 to 434 kc with a 2-volt

output signal. Keep the output at maxi

mum with variable capacitor C303 (fig.

28) . Monitor the signal with a frequency

meter at the band edges to be certain of

adequate output at all frequencies.

(d) With 2 volts input to the band-pass

amplifier, the output voltage at J303

should not be less than 75 volts at any

frequency.

(3) Adjustment of capacitor CS12 (fig. 33).

With the signal generator connected as in

dicated in (2) (a) above and the rf volt

meter as in (2) (6) above, follow the

procedure outlined below to adjust the 400-

kc rejection.

(a) Set variable capacitor C312 to maxi

mum capacitance.

(6) Set the signal generator frequency to

400 kc (as checked by the frequency

meter standard), and adjust the signal

generator output to 1 volt.

(c) Set the multimeter to the proper range

and, usin'g a nonmetallic tuning tool for

adjustment, adjust wires of C312 to pro

vide a minimum output, approximately

5 millivolts (mv). The adjustment is

very critical as the capacitance required

is only a small fraction of a micromicro-

farad.

(4) Alinement of RANGE 21.7-46.7 MC.

(a) Set the POWER switch to the on posi

tion.

(b) Set the RANGE switch to 21.7-46.7 MC.

(c) Connect the sweep generator and the

signal generator output to TP 302 (fig.

28) with a 1,000-ohm resistor in series

with the signal generator hot lead. Con

nect the sweep signal from the sweep

generator to the horizontal input of the

oscilloscope.

(d) Connect the demodulator probe to

TP304 (fig. 28) and the output of the

demodulator to the vertical input of the

oscilloscope.

(e) Set the signal generator to 850.4 kc.

Check with the frequency meter stand

ard and adjust the signal generator if

necessary.

(/) Set the sweep generator to the center

frequency of 850.4 kc and the sweep fre

quency at ±30 kc.

(g) Short terminal 7 of Z302 (fig. 33) to

ground.

(h) Adjust slug A of Z302 to peak at the

signal generator frequency. See F, figure

34, for a typical curve.

(t) Remove the short from terminal 7 and

short terminal 8 of Z302 to ground.

0') Adjust slug B to dip at the signal gen

erator frequency. See G, figure 34, for

a typical curve.

(fc) Remove the short from terminal 8 and

short terminal 5 of Z302 (fig. 33) to

ground. Adjust slug C to peak at the

signal generator frequency. See H, figure

34, for a typical curve.

(0 Remove the short from terminal 5 and

adjust slug D to dip at the signal gen

erator frequency. See I, figure 34, for a

typical curve.

(m) Move the demodulator probe from

TP304 to J304.

(n) Adjust slugs A and D of Z302, if re

quired, to provide a symmetrical re-
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sponse about the marker frequency. See

J, figure 34, for a typical response curve.

(0) Connect the output of the signal gen

erator to TP302 and the multimeter to

J304; use a maximum of 6 inches of

cable to J304.

(p) Tune the signal generator frequency

over a range of 833.2 to 868 kc.

(g) Set the signal generator output to give

a maximum of 10 volts at J304.

(r) Minimum output voltage at any fre

quency in the range must be 7.9 volts

(2 db down).

(5) Alinement of RANGE 46.7-100 MC.

(a) Connect the sweep generator and marker

generator outputs to TP305 (fig. 28)

with a 1,000-ohm resistor in series with

the marker generator hot lead. Connect

the sweep signal from the sweep gen

erator to the horizontal input of the

oscilloscope.

(6) Connect the demodulator probe to

TP307 (fig. 28) and the output of the

demodulator to the Vertical input of the

oscilloscope.

(c) Set the marker generator to 1,700.8 kc.

Check with the frequency meter if neces

sary.

(d) Set the sweep generator to 1,700.8 kc

and the sweep frequency at ±60 kc.

(e) Short terminal 7 of Z303 (fig. 33) to

ground.

(/) Adjust slug A of Z303 for maximum out

put at the marker frequency. See K,

figure 34, for a typical curve.

(g) Remove the short from terminal 7 and

short terminal 8 of Z303 to ground.

(h) Adjust slug B for a dip at the marker

frequency. See L, figure 34, for a typical

curve.

(t) Remove the short from terminal 8 and

short terminal 5 of Z303 to ground.

(;) Adjust slug C for a peak output at the

marker frequency. See M, figure 34, for

a typical curve.

(k) Remove the short from terminal 5 and

adjust slug D for a dip at the marker fre

quency. See N, figure 34, for a typical

curve.

(1) Remove the demodulator probe from

TP307 (fig. 28) and connect it to J305

(fig. 33).

(m) Adjust slugs A and D of Z303 (fig. 33),

if required, to provide a symmetrical

response about the signal generator fre

quency. See O, figure 34, for a typical

response curve.

(n) Connect the signal generator output to

TP305 (fig. 28) and the multimeter to

J305.

(o) Set the output of the signal generator to

produce 10 volts output at J305 (fig. 33).

(p) Tune the signal generator frequency over

the range of 1,666.4 to 1,736. kc. The

minimum output voltage should be 7.9

volts (2 db down).

(6) Final check. To final check the band-pass

amplifier, repeat the band-pass amplifier

alinement overall check (a above).

(7) Alternate method of band-pass amplifier

alinement.

(a) When no sweep generator is available,

the following alinement procedure may

be used. It is much more difficult than

the visual alinement procedure described

in (5) above.

(b) Band-pass networks Z301, Z302, and

Z303 may be tuned by applying a signal

of the center frequency only to J302

(fig. 33), TP302, and TP305 (fig. 28),

and measuring the output voltage at

TP301, TP304, and TP307 (fig. 28),

respectively. With the appropriate

terminal shorted as stated in the aline

ment procedure in (5) above, slug A

should be adjusted for a maximum out

put voltage, slug B for a minimum, slug

C for a maximum, and slug D for a mini

mum.

67. Balanced Modulator Alinement

To aline the balanced modulator circuit properly,

proceed as instructed below. T-Junction Connector

UG-274/U, 6 inches of cable, a radio receiver, a

30-db pad, and a dc vacuum-tube voltmeter are

necessary.

a. To test the input and output circuits, follow

the procedure outlined below in the order given;

use the test equipment mentioned above.

(1) Remove the retaining screws from the

balanced modulator to get at the adjust

ments beneath the chassis. Leave connec

tions intact except as stated below.
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(2) Disconnect the crystal oscillator cable plug

P602 (fig. 28) from J602.

(3) Connect one end of the T-junction con

nector to J602 and the plug from the

crystal oscillator to the other end of the T.

(4) Connect the multimeter to the remaining

open end of the T.

(5) Set the POWER switch to the on position.

(6) The multimeter should read approximately

.24 volt. If this reading is correct, continue

with the procedure in (7) below. If this

reading is not correct, follow the pro

cedure outlined in b below.

(7) Remove the T connector and the multi

meter and replace the crystal oscillator

cable plug in J602.

(8) Connect the multimeter to pin 2 of J601

(fig. 28) and ground (to measure inter

polation oscillator input to the balanced

modulator). The voltage reading should

be approximately .82 volt. Tune the in

terpolation oscillator over its entire range ;

the voltage should not vary in excess of

3 db. If this reading is correct, continue

with the procedure in (9) below. If this

reading is not correct, follow the procedure

outlined in b below.

(9) Remove the multimeter connection from

pin 2 of J601.

(10) Insert T-junction connector between the

output cable of the balanced modulator

and J302 (fig. 33) of the band-pass ampli

fier.

(11) Connect the open side of the T-junction

connector to the multimeter with the 6-inch

coaxial cable.

(12) The voltage should be approximately 5

volts minimum and 11 volts maximum as

the interpolation oscillator is tuned over

its entire range. If both readings are as

specified above, but the output is low,

change tubes and recheck. If the output

is still low, alinement is necessary. Fol

low the instructions in b below.

b. Follow the procedure below when alining the

balanced modulator input circuit. Allow the fre

quency meter to warm up for at least 5 minutes.

(1) Remove the balanced modulator output

cable plug P302 from J302 on the band

pass amplifier (fig. 28) and connect the

cable to the antenna terminals of the radio

receiver through a 30-db attenuator.

(2) Set balance control R603 (fig. 28) to either

extreme position.

(3) Remove tube V401 (fig. 35) from its

socket in the interpolation oscillator.

(4) Tune the receiver to 400 kc and adjust

slugs A and B-C of Z601 (fig. 28) for

maximum deflection on the S meter on

the front panel of the receiver.

(5) Adjust balance control R603 (fig. 28)

for minimum output or minimum meter

deflection.

(6) Replace V401 in the interpolation oscil

lator.

c. Follow the procedure below when alining the

output circuit of the balanced modulator.

(1) Set the interpolation oscillator dial to 425

kc.

(2) Tune the receiver to 425 kc.

(3) Adjust tuning slugs A and B of Z602 (figs.

28 and 36) for maximum output or maxi

mum deflection of the S meter.

(4) Disconnect the 30db attenuator from the

receiver and connect an rf voltmeter to

the output of the attenuator.

(5) Tune the interpolation oscillator from

minimum to maximum frequency of the

range and make sure that the output volt

age does not fall below 5 volts through

out the range.

d. To check for undesired modulation products,

follow the test procedure outlined below:

(1) Set the POWER switch to the on position.

(2) Set the oscillator (FINE tuning) dial to

416.6 kc.

(3) Connect the receiver antenna terminals in

series with a 30-db attenuator pad and

the output of the balanced modulator jack

J603 (fig. 36).

(4) Tune the receiver for maximum output

at 416.6 kc and note the output level

on the receiver S meter.

(5) Disconnect the 30-db attenuator pad from

the receiver.

(6) Connect the signal generator to the an

tenna terminals of the receiver.

(7) Adjust the signal generator frequency to

416.6 kc and set its output to provide

the same receiver output level as that ob

tained in (4) above.

(8) Make a note of the signal generator out

put level as the desired signal output and
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Figure 35. Frequency Meter FR-6/U, interpolation oscillator, location of parts, bottom mew.

keep it for comparison with the output

noted in (13) below.

(9) Reconnect the receiver input to the at

tenuator, which is still connected to the

output of the balanced modulator.

(10) Tune the receiver to peak at 400 kc and

note the receiver output level for compari

son with the output noted in (14) below.

(11) Without disturbing the receiver controls,

disconnect the attenuator and connect the

signal generator to the receiver antenna

terminals.

(12) Tune the signal generator to peak receiver

output at 400 kc.

(13) Adjust the signal generator output to the

level noted in (8) above.

(14) Make a note of the signal generator out

put level as the undesired 400-kc output.

(15) Compare the reading with that noted in

(10) above, which is the desired signal

output.

(16) The undesired output should be at least

40 db lower in level than the desired out

put.

68. Crystal Oscillator Alinement

The alinement procedures for all three circuits

on the crystal oscillator chassis are given below.

The following is required: a receiver with 3.6 mc

in its range and that is equipped with an S meter;

a signal at 3.6 mc or some submultiple thereof

which has been compared directly to a standard

signal from a primary frequency standard having

an accuracy of one part in ten million, such as

Frequency Meter Calibrator Set AN/URM-18; and

any oscilloscope with a good response to above

400 kc.

a. Compensation for Crystal Aging. Because of

the aging of the crystal, frequency correction will

be necessary once a month for the first 6 months

and once every 6 months thereafter. To compen

sate for crystal aging, proceed as follows:

(1) Connect a cable from the 3.6 MC

CRYSTAL OUTPUT jack on the front
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Figure 36. Frequency Meter FR-6/U, balanced modulator, location oj parts, bottom view.

panel (fig. 4) to the antenna terminals

of a receiver.

(2) Set the calibrator set to 3.6 mc and con

nect it to the receiver antenna terminals.

(3) Tune the receiver to 3.6 mc. With the

receiver BFO off, a low-frequency audio

tone will be heard in the headphones.

(4) Remove all screws except the lower right

one from the front panel name plate (fig.

4) and pivot the plate on that screw; this

exposes the 3.6 MC ADJUST control

(C503).

(5) Using a fairly large screwdriver, turn this

control until the frequency of the audio

tone decreases. As the frequency nears

zero, observe the oscillation of the S meter

pointer on the receiver. Continue to ad

just the control until the pointer ceases to

move. The crystal is now operating on

3.6 mc.

b. Compensation for Changed Components. If

the crystal oven unit or tube V502 is changed, more

correction may be required than can be achieved

by the procedure described in a above. In this

case the procedure should be modified as follows:

(1) Remove the crystal oscillator chassis as

described in paragraph 59a.

(2) Set 3.6 MC ADJUST to midposition. (The

slot in the shaft will be in a horizontal posi

tion.)

(3) Turn variable capacitor C504, accessible
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through a hole in the front of the chassis,

to obtain a zero beat as described in a

above.

(4) Replace the crystal oscillator chassis as de

scribed in paragraph 59b.

c. Divider Circuits. Before alining the divider

circuits, check to see that the interpolation oscillator

signal is present, by connecting the multimeter to

pin 2 of J401. Also check the crystal oscillator

as instructed in a and b above. To aline the divider

circuits, proceed as follows:

(1) Connect P602 (fig. 28) to the oscilloscope

input terminals and set the oscilloscope fre

quency at 400 kc. A circle should be seen

on the screen.

(2) Check tubes V503 and V504.

(3) Adjust the trimmers accessible through

holes in the Z502 and Z503 (fig. 28) shield

cans. A small amount of adjustment of

one or both of these trimmers should pro

duce the right pattern on the screen.

d. Check System. To aline the check system, pro

ceed as follows:

(1) Set the FUNCTION SWITCH to CHECK.

(2) Turn the FINE control until the film strip

is at a check point that produces a strong

audio output as indicated on the TUNING

METER.

(3) Adjust tuning slug A, accessible through

a hole in the top of the Z504 shield can (fig.

28) for maximum audio output as indi

cated on the front panel meter.

(4) Adjust tuning slug B in Z504, accessible

from the underside of the chassis (fig. 37)

for maximum output.

(5) Adjust tuning slug C in Z504, accessible

from the underside of the chassis, for maxi

mum output.

69. Rf Tuner Alinement

a. If the harmonic indicating system shows in

correct readings because of improper positioning of

the movable hairline after the correct operating pro

cedure has been followed, and the mechanical op

eration of the system is correct, realinement of the

rf tuner is required.

6. After any repairs have been made in the rf

tuner chassis, make the following tests to determine

whether realinement is necessary on band 1.

(1) Set the interpolation oscillator frequency

at one extreme as indicated by one or the

other end of the calibration columns on the

film.

(2) Set the COARSE tuning control to cause

the movable hairline to fall on block 24.

(3) Connect a signal generator between J202

(fig. 27) and the chassis.

(4) With the FUNCTION SWITCH on

COARSE, tune the signal generator to the

same frequency as the rf tuner, as indi

cated first by a fluctuating, then a steady,

meter reading.

(5) Turn the FUNCTION SWITCH to FINE

and adjust the signal generator to produce

a beat note, as indicated by a fluctuating

meter needle.

(6) Turn the switch back to COARSE and

peak the rf tuner to the frequency of the

signal generator. This will show as a maxi

mum meter reading.

(7) Repeat all steps with the interpolation os

cillator frequency set at its other extreme.

(8) Repeat the procedure in (1) through (5)

above for other harmonics throughout the

range of band 1.

c. To make similar tests on bands 2 and 3, re

peat the above procedure starting with harmonic

No. 52 for band 2 and No. 112 for band 3. Any

result in which the hairline falls outside the correct

block indicates the necessity of realinement.

d. The following test equipments will be used in

the alinement procedure: a signal generator having

a 10- to 100-mc frequency range and a stable out

put of 10 to 100 mv; an accurate vernier dial; a fre

quency standard having a 1-mc output accurate to

±.01 per cent, and a harmonic generator that can

provide 10 mv of signal every megacycle from 1 inc

to 100 mc. If the frequency standard can provide

30-root-mean-square (rms) volts of signal, the har

monic generator is not required.

e. Two types of realinement procedures are ap

plicable to the rf tuner. One of these is used

only when the circuit shunt capacitances have been

disturbed, and the other is used when there has

been a change in inductance, as when the coil has

been changed. When the inductance has not

changed, proceed as follows:

(1) Set the FR-5/U internal signal to 425 kc

by turning the FINE tuning control until

this reading appears in the window.

(2) Set the signal generator to 21.25 mc; use

the frequency meter standard to set it to
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Figure 37. Frequency Meter FR-6/U, crystal oscillator, location of parts, bottom view.

21 mc and its own vernier dial to bring it

to 21.25 mc. Any mixer-audio amplifier

system can be used to detect the beat note

between the signal generator and the har

monic of the standard basic frequency, but

it is more convenient to use the FR-5/U

itself for this purpose. If a combination

frequency standard and harmonic genera

tor is used, use a T-junction connector to

inject this signal and that from the signal

generator into the RF INPUT jack. If no

harmonic generator is used, feed the signal

of the 1-mc standard into the RF INPUT

jack.

(3) Set the FUNCTION SWITCH to

COARSE and tune the rf tuner to the

frequency of the signal generator.

(4) Set the FUNCTION SWITCH to FINE

and tune the signal generator slightly to

produce a beat note.

(5) Turn the FUNCTION SWITCH back to

COARSE and readjust the FR-5/U rf

tuner to put the movable hairline in the

middle of harmonic No. 50.

(6) Adjust band 1 trimmer capacitor C207B

(fig. 38) to cause the tuning meter to in

dicate a maximum reading.

/. If the tuned circuit inductance has not changed,

band 1 now is alined correctly. The tests described

above should be performed carefully to assure cor

rect alinement.

g. For band 2, proceed as in e above, changing

the generator frequency to 45.9 mc, which is the

middle of the 108th harmonic. Set the signal gene

rator to 45.9 mc by using the standard signal source

and the vernier dial, to produce approximately 45.9

mc, and then a beat note with the FR-5/U internal

signal for the exact setting. Next, set the FUNC

TION SWITCH to COARSE and set the rf tuner

to put the harmonic hairline in the center of the

108th harmonic, and adjust C207D (fig. 27) to

peak the tuned circuit to 45.9 mc.

h. For band 3, the procedure is similar except

that 98.6 mc, the center of the 232nd harmonic, is

used, and both C207F and C207H (fig. 27) should

be adjusted.

i. When the foregoing procedure fails to produce

satisfactory results, or if a change in inductance

is known to have taken place, a simple correction

of shunt capacitance is not sufficient to realine the

rf tuner. For this condition, ; through / below pro

vide a guide to the method required.

;. The rotor plates of C207A, C207C, C207E, and

C207G (fig. 27) were designed to provide the cor

rect frequency-versus-rotation characteristic when

shunted by certain specific values of capacitance.

The ratio of high to low frequency coverage that

can be achieved with this capacitor is a function of

the shunt capacitance; therefore, when this ratio is

correct, it is known that the shunt capacitance is

correct. The first step in the alinement procedure

is to adjust the trimmer capacitors to produce the

correct frequency ratio. When this has been done*

it is necessary only to adjust the coils to achieve

the correct frequency at one dial setting and the

entire curve will be correct.
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Figure 38. Frequency Meter FR-5/V, rf tuner, location of parts, bottom view.

k. To aline hand 1, proceed, as follows:

(1) Set the COARSE tuning control to the

high-frequency end and measure its fre

quency with the signal generator and the

frequency meter standard. Note this fre

quency as f„.

(2) Repeat at the low-frequency extreme to

findf,.

(3) Calculate 7^ If this figure is less than

2.17. the shunt capacitance is excessive and

the trimmer capacitance must be de

creased; if it is greater than 2.17, there is

not enough shunt capacitance in the cir

cuit and the trimmer capacitance must be

increased in value. Adjust C207B (fig. 27)

in the proper direction and determine the

new f„ and ft. Repeat the process until

^ is equal to 2.17. The trimmer is now

set correctly.

(4) Next, set the FINE tuning control to 425

kc and the COARSE tuning control to po

sition the harmonic window hairline in the

middle of block No. 50. Set the signal

generator to 21.25 mc and turn the FUNC

TION SWITCH to COARSE. Now adjust

the slug in L204 (fig. 38) to peak the rf

tuner to this frequency.

(5) If the procedure has been carried out care

fully, the rf tuner is now correctly alined

on band 1.

I. For band 2, C207D (fig. 27) should be adjusted

to give a f„/f, value of 2.164. Then with the FINE

tuning control set to 425 kc, adjust the COARSE

tuning control to cause the hairline to fall in the

center of block No. 108. Next, set the signal gener

ator to 45.9 mc and peak the FR-5/U rf tuner by

adjusting the tuning slug in L209 (fig. 38).

m. For band 3, the required ratio of fn/fi is 2.16

which should be obtained by adjusting C207 (fig.

38) and C207H (fig. 27).

(1) When this ratio has been achieved, set the

FINE tuning control to 425 kc and the

COARSE tuning control to put the hair

line in the center of harmonic No. 232.

(2) Next, set the signal generator to 98.6 mc
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and adjust L214 to peak the rf tuner to this

frequency.

Caution: Because L214 is a self-sup

ported copper-tubing coil, it is necessary

to unsolder one end and compress or spread

the winding until the required value of in

ductance has been attained. This proce

dure must be carried out carefully to avoid

putting a stress on the stator sections of

the tuning capacitor.

(3) Each time an adjustment is made, the

cover must be replaced and the result ob

served. When the tuned circuit is peaked

to 98.6 mc, band 3 is realined correctly.

Section IV. FINAL TESTING

70. General

This section is a guide to be used in determining

the quality of a repaired Frequency Meter FR-5/U.

The minimum test requirements outlined in para

graphs 71 through 75 may be performed by main

tenance personnel with adequate test equipment and

the necessary skills. Repaired equipment meeting

these requirements will furnish uniformly satisfac

tory operation.

71. Test Equipment Required for Final Test

ing

The same equipments used for calibration and

alinement are suitable for final testing. Refer to

paragraph 65.

72. Tests

Perform the following tests at three equally

spaced frequencies in the low, center, and high

regions of each of the three bands of the RANGE

switch (nine times in all). If spurious responses

are noted during the performance of these tests,

check each such response according to paragraph

73. Perform the tests in the order given for each

frequency selected, rather than performing a par

ticular test at all frequencies, the next test at all

frequencies, and so on.

a. Accuracy. Connect the rf cable from the RF

INPUT jack to the frequency standard. Fre

quency Meter FR-5/U should measure any selected

frequency to within .001 per cent.

b. Sensitivity, Audio Output and Signal-to-Noise

Ratio. To perform these checks, proceed as follows:

(1) Set the FUNCTION SWITCH to

COARSE, and the COARSE tuning dial in

the center of block No. 24. Turn the

LEVEL control fully clockwise. Connect

the headphones to the PHONE jack.

(2) Connect the signal generator to the RF

INPUT jack and adjust the output at

tenuator to a 10 mv unmodulated output.

Tune the signal generator near 10 mc until

a tone is heard in the headphones, or until

the tuning meter indicates upscale. Con

nect the multimeter to the PHONES jack

and adjust the COARSE tuning control for

maximum audio output.

(3) Adjust the signal generator attenuator to

provide 1 milliwatt (mw) (0 dbm) output.

Record the input voltage reading as coarse

sensitivity. It must be 10 mv or less. Re

duce the signal generator output to zero.

If the audio output drops at least 1 db

below 1 mw, the signal-to-noise ratio is

normal.

(4) Set the FUNCTION SWITCH to FINE,

turn the signal generator attenuator to pro

duce a 10 mv output and tune for zero beat.

Detune slightly for maximum indication on

the multimeter.

(5) Adjust the signal generator output to pro

vide 1 mw (0 dbm) audio output. Record

the input voltage reading as the fine sensi

tivity. It must be 10 mv or less. Re

duce the signal generator output to zero.

If the audio output drops at least 1 db

below 1 mw, the signal-to-noise ratio is

normal.

(6) Satisfactory results from the tests de

scribed above will indicate that the audio

output and the signal-to-noise ratio are

within desirable limits.

73. Spurious Responses

A signal generator whose frequency is to be meas

ured is connected to the RF INPUT jack. Connect

a 600-ohm nonreactive load to the PHONE jack.

When a spurious response is obtained, tune the

FR-5/U to produce maximum output with the in

put from the signal generator set to .1 volt. Meas

ure the voltage across the load with a multimeter.
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Disconnect the load, reconnect the headphones,

and tune the signal to be measured to zero. beat.

Now disconnect the headphones, reconnect the load,

and again measure the voltage across it. The pre

vious measurement of the spurious response should

be 60 db down from the measurement of the de

sired signal.

74. Checking Divider Networks.

o. Set the frequency of a signal generator to 12

mc and connect the generator and a multimeter

across terminals 4 and 5 of Z502 (fig. 37). Vary

the frequency of the generator a few kc above and

below 1.2 mc; maximum reading on the meter

should be at 12 mc.

6. Set the frequency of the signal generator to

2.4 mc and connect it and the multimeter across

terminals 3 and 4 of Z602. Vary the frequency a

few kc above and below 2.4 mc; maximum reading

on the meter should be at 2.4 mc.

c. Set the frequency of the signal generator to

400 kc and connect it and the multimeter across

terminals 4 and 5 of Z503 (fig. 37) . Vary the fre

quency a few kc above and below 400 kc; maxi

mum reading on the meter should be at 400 kc.

d. Set the signal generator frequency to 800 kc

and connect it and the multimeter across terminals

3 and 4 of Z503. Vary the frequency a few kc above

and below 800 kc; maximum reading on the meter

should be at 800 kc.

c. If any of the above networks does not reson

ate at the designated frequency, replace the net

work.

75. Checking Past Band of Audio Amplifier

Connect the output of the calibrator set between

the control grid (pin 1) of V106 (fig. 31) and the

chassis. Connect a multimeter between the plate

(pin 7) of V107 and the chassis. Observe the meter

readings over the range of 200 to 1,100 cycles. If

the above frequency range is not passed, perform

resistance and voltage measurements. Replace

faulty components.
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CAPACITOR COLOR CODE MARKING

(MIL-STD CAPACITORS)

TYPE INDICATOR *

FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

INDICATOR

(READING DIRECTION)

 

DECIMAL MULTIPLIER**

TOLERANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

" BLACK DOT- MICA DIELECTRIC

SILVER DOT: PAPER DIELECTRIC

""INDICATES NUMBER OF ZEROS ON PAPER TYPE.

MICA (CM) AND PAPER (CN)

 SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

TEMPERATURE j

COEFFICIENT J.

INNER-

ELECTRODE TERMINAL

SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT

INNER-ELECTRODE.

TERMINAL

DECIMAL MULTIPLIER

CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

 

DECIMAL MULTIPLIER

CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

NOTE:

SPOTS MAY BE USED INSTEAO OF BANDS; TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT MARKING IS LARGER.

CERAMIC-TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING (CO

MIL BUTTON-MICA-

IDENTIFIER (BLACK

3

FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURI

DECIMAL MULTIPLIER

 

 

CAPACITOR COLOR CODE

MULTIPLIER

CHARACTERISTICI

TOLERANCE 2 TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT

(UUF/UF/*C)COLOR

SIG

FIG.

NUMBER cc

DECIMAL OF

ZEROS

CM CN CB CK CM CN CB
OVER

IOUUF

IOUUF

OR LESS
CC

BLACK 0 I NONE A 20 20 20 20 2 ZERO

BROWN I I0 I B E B W I -30

RED 2 I00 2 C H X 2 2 2 -60

ORANGE 3 I,000 3 D J 0 30 -ISO

YELLOW 4 I0,000 4 E P -220

GREEN 5 3 F R S o.s -330

BLUE 6 G s -470

PURPLE

(VIOLET)
7 7 T W -750

GRAY 8 B X 0.25 + 30

WHITE 9 9 I0 I
-330(15001 3

GOLD 0.I s S -MOO

SILVER 0.0I I0 I0 I0

I. LETTERS ARE IN TYPE DESIGNATIONS GIVEN IN MIL-C SPECIFICATIONS.

2. IN PERCENT, EXCEPT IN UUF FOR CC-TYPE CAPACITORS OF IOUUF OR LESS.

3. INTENDED FOR USE IN CIRCUITS NOT REQUIRING COMPENSATION

74

Figure 48. Capacitor color codes.

CHARACTERISTIC- CAPACITANCE T10ERANCE

BUTTON-MICA (CB)

FIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

CHARACTERISTIC

SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

DECIMAL- MULTIPLIER

CAPACI rANCE TOLERANCE '

MIL IDENTIFIER

(BLACK DOT)

INNER-ELECTRODE— i

TERMINAL ^**U

CHARACTERISTIC -V yFIRST SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

SECOND SIGNIFICANT FIGURE

DECIMAL MULTIPLIER

MIL IDENTIFY ' CAPACITANCE T10ERANCE

(BLACK SPOT)

NOTES:

1. SPOTS MAY BE USED ON TUBULAR CAPACITORS;

CHARACTERISTIC SPOT IS LARGER AND MIL IDENTIFIER

IS ON SIOE DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE COLOR SPOTS.

2. MIL IDENTIFIER OF DISK TYPE IS ON REVERSE SIOE;

CHARACTERISTIC SPOT IS LARGER OR SPACE BETWEEN

CHARACTERISTIC ANO TOLERANCE SPOTS IS THREE

TIMES SPACE BETWEEN ADJACENT SPOTS.

3. TOLERANCE: YELLOW, 4-I00%, -20%.

CERAMIC-GENERAL PURPOSE (CK)

STO-CI
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CHAPTER 7

SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND DEMOLITION TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

Section I. SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE

76. Disassembly

The following instructions are recommended as

a general guide for preparing Frequency Meter

AN/URM-80 for transportation and storage.

a. Wrap Cord CG-409/U in waterproof barrier

material and place it inside Meter Case CY-1501/U.

6. Slide Frequency Meter FR-5/U into the case

and tighten the eight wing nuts, four on each side,

to secure the frequency meter in place.

c. Replace the meter case front cover. Secure

the cover with the eight clamps, two on each side.

77. Repacking for Shipment or Limited Stor

age

a. Materials Required. The following chart lists

the estimated amount of materials required to pre

pare Frequency Meter AN/URM-80 for shipment:

Material!

Waterproof barrier

Single face, corrugated paper

Flat steel strapping

Wooden shipping box

Pressure-sensitive type

Amount

17sqft

20sqft

9 ft

1 ea

25 ft

b. Box Size. The dimensions of the shipping box

required for the frequency meter are given below.

Inner dimensions

Board

ft

Volume

(eu ft)

Packed

No.
Height

(in.)

Width

(in.)

Depth

(in.)

weight

Ob)

lofl 19 25 24 26 8.4 140

c. Construction of Wooden Shipping Box. The

wooden shipping box must be big enough to allow

a 1-inch clearance on all sides between the packaged

frequency meter and the box. Using figure 3 as a

guide, construct the box as follows:

(1) Construct the bottom of the box. To de

termine the dimensions of the bottom, add

twice the thickness of the material used

to the dimensions given in b above.

(2) Construct the two long sides; add twice

the thickness of the material used to the

dimensions given in b above.

(3) Construct the two short sides; add twice

the thickness of the material used to the

dimensions given in b above. Add the two

vertical and two horizontal reinforcing

members to each short side as shown.

(4) Construct the top of the box; add twice

the thickness of the material used to both

dimensions.

(5) With the exception of the top, assemble

the box and nail it together.

d. Moistureproofing. Wrap Frequency Meter

AN/URM-80 completely in the waterproof barrier;

using the pressure-sensitive tape to seal up all

joints.

e. Packing and Strapping.

(1) Using a piece of corrugated paper twice

the length of the box, fold it in half so

that it forms a cushion at the bottom of

the box.

(2) Place the meter in the box; pack corru

gated paper around all sides to prevent

any movement. As in (1) above, place a

layer of folded corrugated paper on top of

the meter to cushion the top. If necessary,

add additional paper under the cover.

(3) Nail the box top on securely.

(4) Strap the box for intertheater shipment

only. The strapping should run at right

angles to the grain of the wood as shown

in figure 3.
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Section II. DEMOLITION OF MATERIEL TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

78. General

The demolition procedures outlined in paragraph

79 will be used to prevent the enemy from using

or salvaging this equipment. Demolition of the

equipment will be accomplished only upon the order

of the commander.

79. Methods of Destruction

a. Smash. Smash the controls, tubes, coils,

switches, capacitors, transformers, and meter; use

sledges, axes, handaxes, pickaxes, hammers, crow

bars, or heavy tools.

b. Cut. Cut the output and power cord and slash

the rf shield; use axes, handaxes, or machetes.

c. Burn. Burn cords and manuals; use gasoline,

kerosene, oilflame throwers, or incendiary grenades.

d. Bend. Bend panel and cabinet.

e. Explosives. If explosives are necessary, use

firearms, grenades, or TNT.

/. Disposal. Bury or scatter the destroyed parts

in slit trenches, fox holes, or throw, them into

streams.

g. Destroy. Destroy everything.

76 TAGO 10144-A, Sept.
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330K

MJ VMPLIIJ3M

V202V/V202B

I2VT7

3VVC

D3T3CT0R

V203V/V203B

1 2VT 7

6.3V VC
 

MJ AMPLIJI3M

VND DETECTOR

V20IV/V20IB

I2VT7

6.3V VC

6.3V VC

700K

+ I50V

330K

0

0V T0 +I30V

/ 330K

0V

*6\>

71 f °
1 +.75V

9%

at
1 100

^ 6.3V AC

RJ TUNEM

cs:

NE V0LTVG3 MOV 0M 220V WITH 110/220 V0LT SWITCH IN C0MM3Sd0NDING d0SITI0N.

5LTVG3 M3VDINGS VB0V3 LIN3, M3SISTVNC3 «3VDINGS B3L0W LIN3.

C INDICVT3S N0 C0NN3CTI0N.

t D3N0T3S IMVNG3I SWITCH IN |IQ-2I.7MC| d0SITI0N;

D3N0T3S IMVNG3I SWITCH IN 121.7 -46.7MCI d0SITI0N-.

I D3N0T3S [MVNG3I SWITCH IN |46.7-|00MCl d0SITI0N.

EV£L| C0NT«0L IN MVXIMUM CL0CKWIS3 DIM3CTI0N.

TM 5095-34
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RJ TUN3M

N3 V0LTVG3 I10V 0M 220V WITH 110/220 V0LT SWITCH IN C0MM3Sd0NDING d0SITI0N.

3LTVG3 M3V0INGS VB0V3 LIN3, M3SISTVNC3 M3VDINGS B3L0W LIN3.

: INDICVT3S N0 C0NN3CTI0N.

:V3L|C0NTROL IN MVXIMUM CL0CKWIS3 DIM3CTI0N.

TM 5095-47
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INDICVT3S N0 C0NN3CTI0N.
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DEN0T3S MVNGE SWITCH IN 46 7 - 100 MC d0SITI0N.

FETI C0NTM0L IN MVXIMUM CL0CKWIS3 DIM3CTI0N.

BVNDdASS VMdLIJI3M 1,2,3 INDICVT3S 0d3MVTING BVND '
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